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WEIRTON, 1951 
The summer before I entered the sixth grade, my Uncle Tate moved into our 
house. It was a small house on the outskirts of Weirton, West Virginia. We had 
not lived there long ourselves. My father and I carried my things to the 
basement, where I would sleep until we turned the attic into a room for Tate. We 
unrolled a rug in one corner of the wide cement floor. I tried to unfold the cot but 
pinched my finger between the metal slats. 
"Haven't you slept on this before?" my father asked. He moved between me 
and the cot, snapped up the bar that kept the cot folded. "See?" he said. 
The basement smelled like laundry soap and mud. I hung my shirts on the 
clothesline my mother used when it rained or when she didn't want something 
to fade in the sun. My father rubbed his shoe over the rug, flattening a wrinkle. 
"We'll have you out of here soon enough, Henry," he said. It sounded like 
an apology, but like everything else he said, it was wrong. I didn't want to be out 
of there. The basement was vast and private. It was the only part of the house 
that stayed cool in the summer, and the only place where my parents couldn't 
see if I kept my light burning late. I didn't expect my father to understand this. 
He understood so little. 
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The last time I'd seen Tate, I was five years old. He'd pulled a penny from 
behind my ear, crouching down from what seemed like an enormous height, his 
blond hair slick as a photograph. Tate was a drinker, a wild one, a wanderer. 
Where has that brother of yours gotten to? people asked my mother, in a tone that 
suggested they weren't just politely keeping up, the way they'd ask about my 
school or my grandparents' health. They were moved by admiration or thrilling 
disapproval. "He's selling kitchenware out of Columbus," she'd said recently. 
"He's on the road a lot." At home I heard a different story. "Another of his 
cockeyed schemes?" my father had once said to my mother. Another time, "I'm 
glad there's so little MacKinnon in you." 
In January, we had received a postcard, showing the Chicago skyline at 
night. On the back, Tate had written in blocky letters: It is Christmas again and once 
more I'm not where I'm supposed to be. One of these days I will come home, when I can 
do it in style. But don't cry for me, it is always a holiday in the city and life is treating me 
all right. Hope times are good where you are too. 
My mother was upstairs looking out the kitchen window, which faced the 
street. She wore an apron, but her hair was rolled up at the back of her head like 
she was going to church. I pinched off a piece of pie crust, but she turned around. 
"Out," she said. I went towards the back door, to the little room where we kept 
our boots and umbrellas. A train was passing, out beyond the field behind our 
house, gathering speed as it left town. I knelt on the vinyl bench by the window 
and counted boxcar, boxcar, boxcar, wondering what each contained. Their 
uniform shape gave no hint. 
The trains seemed like the only motion in a long, still summer. We were not 
going on vacation, I was not going to camp—all travel sacrificed for the sake of 
the house. The empty months stretched out before me. I wouldn't even see my 
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friends often. Since we'd moved, they lived miles away, near the Methodist 
school my parents insisted I attend. Even my mother seemed to be turning on 
me, snapping at things she'd never minded before. 
I had no idea where the trains that passed our house ended up, but I wanted 
to ride one and find out. 
Tate arrived and filled the doorway, his laugh booming over the quiet 
voices of my parents. Shyly, I showed him my room, as my mother instructed. 
He lifted his trunk onto the bed, flipped open the shiny U-shaped locks. 
"Since you gave me your room, I've got to give you something," he said. He 
lifted out a polished elbow of wood. "Do you know how to throw a boomerang?" 
he asked. 
"Yes," I said, startled. "I mean, no." 
"I'll show you later," he said. "If s easy." 
We went to the attic with my father. The walls were open, studs and wires 
exposed. The air was hot and stale. 
"Do you think you can handle this alone?" asked my father. 
"Sure," said Tate. "But I won't be alone. I've got an assistant," and he put 
his hand on my shoulder. 
"Henry doesn't know a hammer from a dinner fork," said my father. 
"I'll teach him," said Tate. "I wasn't much older when I started working for 
my dad." 
My mother called my father downstairs. Tate paced the attic, showing me 
how we'd do things. His father had been a great carpenter, he said. No one 
better. Tate was looking forward to building something again. He'd worked on 
houses all the way to California, and after staring at the Pacific for a few days, 
decided he'd labored enough and he should make some real money instead. 
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"Want to see what you can get if you make real money?" he asked. 
He took me out to the driveway. An electric blue car, all sheen and curves, 
was parked behind the solid black slab of our family's Plymouth. "If s a coupe," 
said Tate. "It's sportier than a sedan. And more efficient." It was muddy from his 
long drive. I showed him where the hose was, on the side of the house, and we 
unwound it and sprayed the mud off his fenders. We washed the Plymouth too, 
but it hid dirt so well that cleaning it provided no thrill. Revealing the blue 
beneath Tate's mud was like uncovering buried treasure. 
I asked Tate if he'd met cowboys out West. He laughed and said he had, but 
that they weren't like the movies. Better than the movies, though, were the 
places—the Grand Canyon, the Rockies, and redwoods so wide you could drive 
your car through them. Even the Plymouth would fit, he said. 
I stayed up late, in my basement cave, sliding across the floor in my socks, 
pretending to drive through enormous trees, along rust-colored canyons. I spun 
around the poles that supported our house. I had never spent a night with so 
much space between me and my parents, and I didn't want it to end. 
I didn't wake until my mother shouted down the stairs that I was going to 
make them late. I was still buttoning my shirt when I stumbled into the kitchen, 
stunned by the bright light and the routine life I'd forgotten the night before. 
Tate burst out laughing. Rising from his seat, he chided, "You can't go to 
church with your hair like that, Henry. You'll make us the laughing stock of the 
whole town." He spit on his palm and, before I could flinch away, smoothed it 
across the top of my head. Then he took a comb from the inside pocket of his suit 
coat and crouched down until his face was level with my own. He combed two 
slow, precise strokes to the left, then turned my face in profile and combed the 
other side. He cupped my chin in his hand and turned my head back to face him. 
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He squinted as he checked his work, his eyes damp and red at the corners. 
Finally he clucked his tongue in approval and stood up. 
"You've got to look your best if you want to impress the lady folk," he said. 
"Tate," said my mother. "Please don't start on him." But she was smiling. 
Tate and I rode together in the back of the Plymouth. "My best friend lived 
up that street," he said, and, "Thaf s where we got in trouble for stealing sodas 
out of a delivery truck." 
Afterwards, on the church lawn, my father and I waited while my mother 
and Tate greeted all the folks who came to shake his hand. My father shifted his 
weight, moved his prayer book to the other hand, looked at me without 
speaking. 
In the afternoon, Tate tinkered with his car. I slid underneath with him, into 
the smell of gas and scorched rubber. It had trouble on hills, he said, and used up 
more oil than he could afford. My father inspected the coupe from above. His 
shoes ground on the driveway when he turned, making an abrasive sound. 
"Doesn't look like it would be big enough for selling," he said. 
"Trunk's pretty big," said Tate. 
"This a factory color?" my father asked. 
"No, I got it custom," said Tate. "It was banged up pretty bad when I 
bought it, needed a paint job anyway, so I thought, why not make it pretty?" Tate 
reached up into the tangle of shafts and hoses and tightened something with a 
wrench. "It helps with the selling, too," he added. "If s the color of the future. 
Tells the customer we're not selling mere gadgets. We're selling a whole new 
way of doing things." 
It was still light after supper, so Tate and I took the boomerang out to the 
field behind the house. The grass was long but still soft, not dry like it would get 
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in August. Tate could throw the boomerang in an arc and catch it with the same 
hand. When I tried, it flew straight out and landed in the grass. 
"It takes practice," Tate said. I wanted him to show me how to hold it again, 
but he wandered away. He went to the side of the field, where the ground rose 
up and the trees started. 
"Lef s climb this one," he said. "I haven't done that since I was a kid." 
He had to boost me to the first branch, but once there, I could climb onto 
thinner, higher branches than he could. I could see most of Weirton. 
"Can you spot the theater?" Tate called up. The theater was easy, with its 
big marquee. 
"What about Mason's?" Mr. Mason still ran his own grocery, though he 
must have been eighty, at least. I found every place Tate asked about, and when 
he couldn't think of any more he sighed and lit a cigarette. "And that's all she 
wrote," he said. He smoked for a while and said, "Don't let yourself get stuck in 
this town, Henry." 
"Okay," I agreed, "I won't." 
"You know how to get out? Sales is the way, remember that," he said. "It's 
the only job where you're paid for your work, not your time. If you work 
brilliantly, you earn brilliantly. It's not a straight equation, see?" 
"I want to travel like you do, Tate," I said. 
"You will," he said. And for the first time, I felt what it would be like. The 
summer, the whole world, seemed full of possibilities. 
Tate left again, to sell his kitchenware, came back, left again. Sometimes we 
expected him, sometimes not. Sometimes he came home, ate supper with us, left 
again and did not come home till late. More than once, I woke to the sound of 
creaking floorboards, the door to his room closing. After those nights, Tate 
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would sleep till noon or later. My parents would whisper about him over their 
breakfast. 
During those weeks, listening through the basement ceiling, I learned their 
patterns of movement. Tate made short lines, bedroom door to front door. My 
mother, quick bursts back and forth on the kitchen linoleum: sink to table, table 
to sink, cupboard to refrigerator. My father, heavy and slow in the living room, 
or padding to the kitchen door, telling my mother something. 
One morning I found Tate in the attic, struggling with a long metal duct. He 
sat back on his heels and wiped his brow when he heard me. "Just the person I 
need!" he said. 
"What should I do?" I asked. I felt proud already, of things I was sure we 
would accomplish. 
Tate leaned back against a wall stud and took a pack of cigarettes from his 
shirt pocket. "In a minute, you're gonna hold a lamp for me," he said, "but for 
now we're just going to have a smoke." 
"My folks don't allow cigarettes in the house," I told him, then wished I 
hadn't sounded so prim. 
Tate laughed. "Well, I know for a fact your mom isn't going to mind, and I 
promise to stop before your pop gets home." 
"How do you know my mom won't mind?" I asked. 
"Because she still owes me from the time I let her get away with it." 
"Get away with what?" 
"With smoking, you dolt!" 
"Smoking! My mom doesn't smoke!" 
"She doesn't now. But she was quite a chimney in her day. She and her 
friend Mary Jo Bronson. Used to hide out in the Bronson's shed and blow smoke 
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out the back window. Sit with their legs crossed and pretend they were actresses 
in their dressing room after a show." 
"I don't believe you/' I said, although I almost did. I'd met Mary Jo once 
when she visited from Pittsburgh. She'd worn purple slacks and earrings like 
clusters of grapes. 
Tate shrugged. "I'm telling you the truth, H." 
"Why doesn't she do it anymore?" I asked. 
"I think she stopped when boys started coming around for her. She liked 
that well enough, so she didn't need to be an actress anymore." 
"She had a lot of boyfriends?" 
"Oh yeah, lots," said Tate. 
"Like who?" I tried to imagine what life would be like with a different 
father, some dashing young man my mother had rejected. Where might we live? 
What would we do? I might have been strong, or dark-haired, or fast. All of us— 
me, my mother, the mysterious father—might have been rich. 
Tate said, "There was this fat, pug-nosed guy who wanted to join the Navy. 
Ricky Mailer was his name. I called him Sickey Sailor." 
I ducked my head, certain I was blushing. For a moment, I believed Tate 
mocked me intentionally, sticking me with a father named Sickey. I picked up a 
tape measure and stretched it along a seam between floorboards. "Who else?" I 
pleaded. 
Tate blew a smoke ring and watched it float upwards. "One summer there 
was a guy home from college. A skinny, bookish fellow, could hardly climb the 
front steps without wheezing. Guess he was smart, though. He wrote to her a 
few times after he got back to school. I always wondered what happened to him. 
She started seeing some neighborhood boy, a tougher guy, great ball player. I 
liked him best because he taught me how to pitch. But he must not have had 
much else going for him, because your mom dropped him, too." 
"Why didn't she drop my dad?" I asked. 
Tate stared at me until I looked up and met his eye. "Your dad's a good 
man," he said. 
I spiraled the tape measure around my ankle and up my calf. 
"There's two kinds of people in this town," Tate said. "There's those who 
stay because they like it, and those who stay because they can't think of anything 
better to do. Your father is one of the former. And so's your mom. They wanted 
the same things. Stay here and have you and all. Never wanted to have 
adventures." 
"Why not?" I asked, looking up. 
"That," said Tate, stubbing out his cigarette, "I just don't get." 
Before school started, my parents and I went to visit my grandparents 
across the state line in Ohio. My grandmother served meals on fragile flowered 
china. I was sullen, longing to be home with Tate. 
We were halfway down our street, almost home at last, when mother sat 
forward in her seat. 
"Whaf s happening to our house?" she said. 
"Where?" asked my father, looking to the side. 
"There," she said and pointed. I saw what she meant. A ladder leaned 
against the front of the house. On the roof, a television antennae lay on side. 
My father looked back at the road and swerved to avoid our mailbox. He 
parked and we all got out and stared up at the antenna. Then I ran inside to see if 
it was true. 
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Tate was in the living room cutting open a cardboard box. I tried to tackle 
him from behind, but he was too sturdy, stayed upright. 
"Easy there!" he laughed. 
My parents came in with a clatter. "For heaven's sake, Tate. Whaf s going 
on?" my mother asked. 
"You can read, Linda," said Tate. "Whaf s it say on the box here?" 
"But Tate! A television ?" 
Tate continued to tear the box open. My mother seemed flustered, then she 
protested, but when the veneer of the cabinet was revealed she reached out to 
run her fingers over it and smiled. 
"A television!" she repeated. "Who'd have thought we'd be the first on the 
street with a TV?" She turned to share her excitement with my father, but he 
hung back, his mouth open, his hat hanging from his hand. 
Tate pushed the TV away from the box and explained, "I thought this 
would be a good way to make up for the money I owe you. I got a friend who 
wholesales these. Gave it to me for half retail. This way, I can give you something 
worth twice as much as I can afford. You get more for your money, and..." Tate 
bent over to unplug a lamp and put the TV cord in its socket. "And, you get to be 
famous. From here on up to Clayton Road." 
"But Tate," my father said, rubbing his forehead. 
"Now, just you wait ten more minutes. I wasn't expecting you back so 
soon." Tate went outside. I touched the rounded glass screen, turned the notched 
dial, big as a baseball. 
"We have to return this," my father said. 
"Don't you think there's any way we could keep it?" my mother asked. 
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"You know as well as I do we don't need another gadget! Should I invite 
everyone we owe money to over to watch it with us? I don't think that will work, 
Linda." 
I went outside to escape his voice. Tate was on the ridge, working with a 
wrench on strips of metal attached to the roof, like a brace for the antenna. I lay 
down on the grass and watched him. The door creaked and my father came out. 
"Tate," he called. "Stop. We can't keep this." 
"What?" said Tate. 
"I said, take that down. We have to return the TV." 
"Return it?" said Tate. "Why?" 
"Because," said my father. He looked to both sides, as if to see if the 
neighbors were outside. "We can't afford it," he said. 
"Whaf s to afford? I'm paying for it." 
"We'd rather have the money, Tate." 
"And pass up this opportunity?" asked Tate, spreading his arms wide. 
"Don't you see how you're getting so much more for your money this way? 
You're leaping into the future. You're ahead of the game. You know if s always 
the forward-looking men who end up with the biggest slice of the pie. Thaf s 
how you make your money." 
"I make my money by going to work every day, Tate. We're returning the 
TV 
Tate took a few steps down the slope of the roof, then sat back against the 
shingles. "There's just one problem," he said, in a quieter voice. "I can't return 
it." 
"What do you mean you can't return it?" 
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"I didn't buy it from a store. There's no return policy. That's why it's so 
cheap. Such a good deal." 
My father stared at Tate, shook his head, then went back inside. The screen 
door slapped shut behind him. 
Tate stared off into the distance. "You know a good deal when you see one, 
don't you, H?" 
"Sure, Tate," I said. The grass felt cool, shadowed by the house. "Is it going 
to be ready soon?" I asked. 
"You bet," said Tate. He went back to the ridge and screwed the antenna 
into its brace. 
When we went inside, my father was gone. My mother slumped in his 
armchair, her chin resting on her hand, her legs sticking out, the way they did 
when she thought she was alone or when she was sick and didn't care. Tate 
fiddled with the dials on the front of the console until a picture appeared. A 
spectacled man read the news into a microphone. He leaned forward across his 
desk, where he held a sheaf of papers. I stared in amazement. I had seen 
televisions lined up in store windows, but I hadn't quite believed one could work 
in our house. I knelt in front of the screen, but my mother shooed me out of her 
way. 
"Thaf s a pretty clear picture," she said. 
"Ain't she a beaut? Latest model," said Tate, smacking the top of the console 
with his hand. The newscaster continued to tell us about the world in an earnest 
voice, as if it mattered very much that we were listening. 
After the news came a comedy, a family where everything worked 
perfectly, except one small thing, and that was the comedy. Then a variety show, 
with trumpet players and women in sequined dresses. I had dreamed about 
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seeing more of the world, and suddenly it was right there, more dazzling than I 
imagined it, brought in from all directions and funneled into our living room. 
I forgot there was anyone else in the house until my father came in and my 
mother stood up quickly and switched off the TV. 
I protested, but she went to my father as if she hadn't heard me. 
"Tate's gone?" my father asked. 
"Yes." 
"Gone drinking?" 
"I suppose." 
"This can't go on," he said. 
I stayed up late again, worried about what my father said. The deep 
frustration in his voice, a sound that always signals an end or a change or a 
punishment. I didn't know how I'd get by without him. The television proved 
that Tate understood me in a way my parents did not, that he was able to see into 
me and give me what I needed. The TV was Tate's way of bringing the world to 
me, since I was too young to go to it. I didn't feel grateful, because like all 
children I believed that I deserved everything I wanted, but I did know that Tate 
was the only adult capable of providing the those things. 
Tate went on the road for almost two weeks. His absence seemed 
promising, because it meant he was selling, and if he was selling, he was making 
money, and he'd be able to pay my father whatever he owed. I missed him, but I 
needed his company less since I had the TV. I could watch baseball and 
wrestling, almost like I was there. And stories about people in big cities, being 
funny or heartbroken or passionate. And westerns and detective stories and 
always the earnest newsman wanting to tell us more. There seemed no end to the 
things he wanted to tell us, everyday something new, even newer than what you 
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could get in the papers. Comedies and westerns were more fun, but I liked 
knowing the newsman was there, bearing the messages he felt were so 
important. When my mother was not there, and I could change to another 
channel, I became even more important than the news. 
Tate finally came home. I heard him late at night, floorboards creaking 
down the hall to his room. I went back to sleep content, knowing I'd see him the 
next day and he'd have money and everything would be fine. 
Early in the morning, I half-woke to the sound of the front door closing 
again. When the fog in my head cleared, I was struck with worry that Tate might 
be leaving again, before I got to see him. I dashed up the stairs too late, hearing a 
car pull away before I reached the top. But when I got to the front window, I saw 
with relief that the electric blue coupe was still there. It must have been my 
father, called to work early. 
Pleased by the thought of Tate driving me to school in the coupe, I went 
downstairs to dress. The basement was chilly in the early morning and I shivered 
as I stepped into my pants. 
Back in the kitchen, I found my father standing at the table, reading from a 
slip of paper. The fingers of his other hand rested on the table like a tent. A jug of 
milk stood by his hand, and I decided he'd driven down to Mason's just then to 
buy it. I wondered why I hadn't heard him come back. 
I poured myself a bowl of cereal and sat at the table. I realized my father 
was wearing only his undershirt. He wouldn't have gone to the store without his 
shirt. 
"Dad?" I said. 
"Yeah?" 
"How'd you get to Mason's and back so fast?" 
"What are you talking about?" 
"I heard you leave a few minutes ago." 
My father cocked his head to the side. "I didn't go anywhere." He picked up 
the milk. "You done with this?" he asked. 
I nodded and swallowed, confused. 
"Where did Mom go, then?" I asked. 
"Tate took the car," he said. He took a deep breath. "He had to get to 
Columbus by ten. Couldn't be worried about that oil leak." My father stood with 
his hands on his hips for a moment, then turned and left the kitchen. 
He drove me to school in the coupe. He didn't speak. Finally I asked, "Is 
Tate coming back tonight?" 
"Might," my father said. 
"Might not?" I asked. 
"Might be tomorrow," he answered in a stern tone that told me not to ask 
any more questions. 
We got to school early. A few boys lounged on the brick steps, and few 
more trudged across the lawn, heads down. 
"Study hard," said my father as I gathered my books and lunch. 
"Okay," I said. 
Tate didn't come home the next day, nor on Saturday, when my mother 
assured me he certainly would. She was becoming more like my father, getting 
things wrong, lying to me. I took to walking in the fields after school, or 
practicing with Tate's boomerang. I hadn't mastered the throwing motion, and it 
tilted precariously in the air, usually landing far in front of me. Next time I catch 
it, I'll stop, I'd tell myself, but each time, flushed with my success, I'd try to repeat 
it and fail. 
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One evening, when Tate had been gone over a week, I burst through the 
back door, certain I was late for supper. Instead, the house was quiet. My mother 
sat alone, looking out at the back window. 
"Look, if s a long train today," she said, and she held her arm out for me to 
join her, but I hunched my shoulders away from her and busied myself cleaning 
mud from the bottoms of my shoes. She gazed out for another moment, then rose 
and began placing dishes on the table without speaking to me again. Soon my 
father came home, and their conversation reprieved me from the silence. 
They began to speak as if Tate were gone for good. My father wanted to sell 
the coupe and buy a more reliable car, but Tate had not left the title behind. For a 
while my mother clung to the belief that he would at least send it home, but no 
letter appeared. The only mail we received in relation to Tate was a bill for 
monthly payment on the television. Tate still owed $30. 
"I think I should go back to work," said my mother. 
"You've got enough to do. If s my job to earn the money." 
"I can give up some things. If I was working, we could buy a new car a lot 
sooner, and pay off the TV." 
"It's my job to earn the money, and thaf s what I'm going to do." 
"It's my brother who stole our car, so why shouldn't I help pay for it?" 
Stole, she said. None of us had used that word before. Tate had gone off, left 
on one of his ramblings, gotten up to his old tricks. I felt hopeless, hearing that 
word. Not just because it meant Tate was a thief, but because I had taken so long 
to acknowledge it, even though the shape of that truth had been inside me for a 
long time. The world seemed full of things that were impossible to understand. I 
felt shrunken, the way I felt when I was scolded. If I hadn't been able to figure 
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out someone I spent so much time with, how would I ever figure out anyone or 
anything else? My future seemed vast, tangled, impossibly complex. 
"You're not part of that family!" said my father. "I won't let him get to you 
anymore." 
"Russell, he is my family. If s my fault he came here," said my mother. 
"He's your family, and I'm not?" 
"Of course you are." 
"So I'm going to treat you the way family should. I've already asked for an 
extra half-shift. I should know next week if they'll let me have it." 
"If they do, I won't let you!" 
"I've already asked for it." 
"But we'll never see you!" 
"It won't be forever." 
"It might as well be!" 
"Linda, calm down." 
"No, you're ruining us! You're so bullheaded, always have to fix everything 
yourself. You can't let anyone else do anything." 
"Linda..." 
"You want me to disown my own family? Fine! I'll get rid of every trace of 
him." 
She stormed off down the basement steps. She dragged up the enormous 
cardboard box that the television came in. 
"We won't watch TV," she said. "We won't drive. We won't do any damn 
thing." 
She tried to push the television into the box, but it would not budge. She 
pushed harder, fell to her knees. She knelt on the carpet with her forehead 
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pressed against the cabinet, her shoulders heaving. My father stood in the 
doorway, looking like he would speak if he could just think of the words. He 
took a step towards her, stopped, moved forward again. Finally he came and 
crouched beside her, stroking her hair and whispering in her ear. Her hair was 
down around her shoulders, yellow and smooth. He coaxed her away from the 
TV and they talked quietly for a long time, sitting close together on the sofa. He 
held her hand in both of his. 
My father kept a pan beneath the car to keep the oil from staining the 
driveway, and he checked the level each evening when he got home. He searched 
through piles of service station receipts and maps worn soft with folding, but he 
did not find the title. 
My mother called all the hospitals between us and Columbus, just to be 
sure. No one had heard of Tate MacKinnon. 
My mother took me with her to the police station. I waited beside her on a 
hard bench while she filled out forms. 
"Sit still or we won't be able to sell this car, and then you won't be able to go 
to school," she said. 
I stood, jumped up and down, flapped my arms, hollered. She grabbed the 
front of my shirt and pulled me down. 
"Sit still or I'll give you something to holler about," she said. 
A month after Tate left, I saw the Golden Gate Bridge for the first time. The 
show was See It Now. The screen was split in two. One side showed the Brooklyn 
Bridge, tall buildings in the background; the other showed the Golden Gate, 
stretching gracefully into hills. Cars moved across the bridges. I leaned in close, 
looking for Tate in our Plymouth, but all the cars were blurred grey humps. 
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It grew colder, and I had to move back into my bedroom. I looked under the 
mattress, in the empty dresser drawers, hoping Tate had left me a message that 
would explain everything. I didn't find anything. 
Every morning that winter, my father and I left the house together and 
walked to the end of our street. I waited there for the Methodist bus, while he 
continued alone down Clayton Road. In November I watched his back recede 
into the grey half-light. By December the mornings were black, and I glimpsed 
him only in the faint circles of porch lights, or silhouetted by the head lamps of 
passing cars. He was never home in time for supper, so my mother and I ate 
alone at the small table in the kitchen. She scolded me less, as if I were more 
precious when I was her only company. She often wore a white dress with red 
dots on it. After supper, she watched quiz shows on TV, saying the answers she 
knew out loud. As for my father, I remember little else of him from that year, 
only his overcoat and hat, walking away. 
By spring, my mother was pregnant with my little sister. My parents put off 
buying the new car and instead hired a man to finish the attic room. I would be 
moving there, not Tate. I offered my help, but the man worked single-mindedly, 
barely turning his head to refuse me. Instead, I roamed the fields and climbed 
through the frames of houses being built on a new street next to our own. I 
moved through the unwalled rooms, imagining a boy my age who might live 
there and invite me in. I wouldn't tell him I'd been in his house before he had 
and walked through spaces that were now sealed over. 
My father was promoted to foreman when I was fifteen. He wouldn't have 
to work late anymore. My mother cooked a celebratory feast, which we ate in the 
living room from the good china. My mother had rolled up her hair, the way she 
did on holidays, and on the day Tate came. Her eyes teared when she toasted my 
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father. My sister, three years old, did not understand what had happened, but 
she was always excited when my father was around. She slid from her chair 
repeatedly during supper and clambered onto his lap. Finally he just let her stay. 
He cut tiny pieces from his roast and fed them to her. I watched his hands, grown 
rough and scarred. He'd injured the right one the year before, and the knuckles 
hadn't healed well. He fumbled with his knife, as if it were too delicate for him to 
hold. 
PIRATES 
Patricia's brother wants her to eat dinner at their parents' house for his birthday. 
He calls from backstage after a show because she hasn't returned his calls and he 
knows late night is the only time she answers the phone. 
"If s your brother. Bill Weber. The tall guy with the big nose. Do you 
remember me?" he says. 
"I can't go back there," she tells him. 
"It's just dinner, Trixie. A few hours." 
He calls her Trixie when he wheedles, or when she's sad. Most people call 
her Patricia. Only her parents call her Patty, 
"I swore I wouldn't," Patricia says. 
"So? You can unswear it." 
"Whaf s the point of swearing, then?" 
"You swore it to your self. So you can grant yourself a reprieve." 
"A reprieve would be going to Tahiti. This is more like.. .root canals by the 
prison dentist." 
"I'm bringing Sasha. You can bring someone, too. We'll sing, we'll have fun. 
Mom won't start on you if there's guests." 
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Sasha is Bill's lover. The elder Webers think he's just a friend, which is one 
of the reasons Patricia doesn't want to go home. She thinks of her parents world 
as a big soap bubble, and she can hardly move for fear of breaking it. Bill, 
though, somehow, waltzes through it without even raising their eyebrows. Sasha 
does, too—the Webers adore Sasha, whatever they think he is. They go to see 
plays he's in, even if Bill's not in them. 
Patricia often wonders about their sudden passion for theater, whether it is 
just because of Bill. When Patricia and Bill were young, their parents disdained 
anything glamourous or extravagant, anything costly that didn't come with a 
Warranty. Dennis Weber was self-employed—a plumber—and he and Lucy 
preferred television movies or a game of cards to a night out. Now, their children 
raised and business successful, they are beginning to explore. They grow flushed 
and excited on play nights. Lucy makes Dennis change his shirt three or four 
times, straightens and re-straightens his tie. Bill gets them the best seats, and after 
the show introduces them to the director, the set designer, other actors—famous 
people, names you see in the paper. Bill always says, This is my first music teacher, 
instead of This is my mother. Lucy blushes and holds her program over her 
nervous smile, but you can tell she is proud that teaching him "The Wigwam" on 
the piano somehow snowballed into his glittery career. 
Lucy taught Patricia piano too, but Patricia stopped playing at fourteen, 
when she got her first guitar. She preferred to play alone in her room. "Practice 
out here, where I can hear you," Lucy begged. Patricia refused. As she tuned her 
strings, the wood resonating against her ribs, she'd hear her mother calling, "Bill, 
come play for me." Lucy's voice diminished as she went down the hall in search 
of him, and Patricia let her first light strums grow into churning rhythms. 
"Why do you want to go?" Patricia asks Bill. 
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"They're our parents. They asked us." 
"They asked you." 
"They were going to call you, but I said I'd do it. You haven't visited them 
in eight months, and I didn't want them to have to grovel. The way I'm 
groveling." 
"BUI..." 
"If s my birthday," he whines. He knows no one can resist his whine. 
They take the train out to Westport, Patricia and Bill and Sasha. Patricia had 
to leave work early to make the 4:55. Bill carries the timetable for the New 
York/New Haven line in his shirt pocket. Visits must be carefully orchestrated 
so Dennis can meet them at the station and so they don't miss the last train back 
to the city. Dennis keeps the same timetable in his car's glove box. Lucy has one 
in a letter sorter by the phone. Patricia has an old one in the back of a drawer, 
listing the times of trains that don't run anymore. 
Bill and Patricia sit next to each other, and Sasha faces Bill. Commuters pack 
in tight all around them. Patricia's date, a man she's worked with for a while and 
recently started seeing after hours, had'to stay behind. She decides this is best, 
that it was crazy to invite him in the first place. They'd be pressed close together 
on this train, and the smell of sweat under his white shirt would distract her. 
She'd arrive hazy and dissatisfied, even less able to cope with her parents than 
she would be otherwise. 
Instead she feels alone and giddy, almost brave. If s their last hour of 
freedom, of being able to say whatever they think, and she wants to fill the time 
with life, like Mardi Gras before Lent. She recalls an afternoon when she was 
twenty, an exchange student in Rouen. Her class was meeting, in fact they had an 
exam, but as she crossed a bridge on her way to school, she heard the bright 
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sound of a jazz saxophone in the distance. She looked up the river and saw a 
small crowd gathered on the bank. A man crossing the same bridge saw her 
watching and said, "Would you like to go listen?" She did. She liked that the 
man spoke to her in French, either not guessing her nationality or assuming she 
would know other languages. The stones clicked under their heels as they 
walked along the river, and the jazz soared all around them. The man tried, with 
clumsy eagerness, to charm her, and, for the span of the afternoon, she let him. 
The knowledge that she would fail her exam, instead of worrying her, 
transformed a trivial pleasure into an important, memorable one. 
The train jerks around a curve, and the people standing in the aisle shift on 
their straps. Patricia sees a woman with a lame scarf wrapped tight around her 
head and long beaded earrings and is reminded of an aunt she hasn't seen in 
years, and of a game she and Bill used to play. 
"I spy Aunt Brenda," she says. 
Bill glances up and spots the woman almost immediately. He smiles. They 
haven't played this game in ages. 
"Who was that guy who taught woodshop in 7th grade?" he asks. 
"Mr. Berkholtz?" 
"Yeah, I spy Mr. Berkholtz." 
Patricia looks around for a man with a bushy blond beard. She doesn't see 
one, but there's a woman with a long, puffy face she'll save for later, a queen of 
some sort, she can't think which. 
A pregnant woman gets on and Sasha offers his seat. In the shuffle of people 
Patricia sees a bearded man get off the train. 
"That didn't look like Mr. Berkholtz at all," she protests. 
Bill shrugs. He has always been loose with the rules. 
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A man in a suit bangs his briefcase against Patricia's shin, then moves it 
without apologizing. She pulls her legs in, feeling cramped and burdened. If 
she'd stayed home tonight, she could be taking a bath right now, a drink resting 
on the tub's edge. She might have come up with some new lyrics tonight. She'd 
be humming something, at least. 
Sasha looms over them, anchored to a strap overhead, his body pressed to 
one side by the crowd. "Hey girl, let me sit there, and you can have my lap," he 
says. 
Patricia know he thinks she'll scoot over onto Bill's lap, but she stands and 
waits for Sasha to sit, then sets herself down on his thigh. She's annoyed at him 
and Bill for going into this dinner so blithely. She wants to let him know he 
should be careful when he asks for. 
"Queen Victoria," she says challengingly, though she is not sure Victoria 
was the one with the puffy face. If Bill is going to take liberties, she should, too. 
"What do you weigh, like a hundred and two or something?" asks Sasha. 
She grinds her sitbone against his leg, trying to bruise. He puts his hands 
around her waist and lifts her just far enough that she can't hurt him. She tries to 
stomp his toes, but she grazes the legs of the pregnant woman. 
"Sorry," Patricia says meekly. The pregnant woman looks away and pulls 
her legs back. 
After Rye, the crowd thins out and Patricia takes an empty seat. They pass 
stretches of real green—trees and fields and painted shutters on white houses. It 
is late May and the leaves have grown wide and soft. Patricia supposes she 
should feel refreshed, but these suburban houses, separated by lawns and hedges 
and gullies, make her anxious. People say that cities are isolating, that urbanites 
hide in cubbyholes behind triple-locked doors. She thinks thaf s backwards. Only 
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in the suburbs is a home a castle, moat and all. She hears her mother disagreeing 
with her, and she begins to argue back: Ifs only in the suburbs that, when a man 
murders his family, his neighbors appear on the evening news saying, "He 
seemed like such a nice guy/' In the city, you know when your neighbor's a 
lunatic. You hear the yelling every Saturday night, the bottles thrown against the 
wall, the doors slammed over and over until you think there's nowhere left for 
them to go. When the cops take away the guy in D12, no one asks Dll for her 
opinion, because they know she will say, "Ifs about time." Isn't that a more 
honest way to live? 
She enjoys arguing with her mother this way. In real life, their arguments 
are short, stunted, all broken sentences and interruptions, with her mother 
making occasional, uninterruptable speeches. 
Something she forgot to include in her argument: The other side of city 
living is, if your neighbors aren't hurting anyone, if they're just a bit eccentric, 
you don't give it a second thought. You let them be. 
Suburban privacy, on the other hand, frightens Patricia. If s not only 
murderers who take advantage of it, she thinks. Each household grows its own 
lunacy, its own twisting, knotted vines. Family members move through the 
rooms according to invisible, inexorable laws. Outsiders can never fathom these 
laws. They may be invited to sip cocktail on the patio, or to come inside and see 
the new upholstery, but they'll never see the laws that control the family when 
they are alone, any more than they'd see the electric wires or pipes humming 
inside the walls. 
Bill and Sasha are singing quietly. Patricia recognizes the tune from Pirates 
of Penzance, which they're auditioning for next week, but the words are all 
wrong, something they made up: 
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The things I do are simple, not intended to perplex you all. 
And I assure you every one is purely all-consensual 
I am the very model of a modern homosexual! 
When they are done, they lean against each other and smile. Patricia looks 
back out the window. They are in Connecticut now, her home state. 
Bill kicks Patricia's foot. "Whaf s wrong, Trixie?" he asks. 
"We're almost there," she says. 
"You'll be fine," he says. 
She tries to smile back at him, but the best she can do is pull one corner of 
her mouth back. Bill comes and puts his arm around her head and pats her hair. 
At first she feel silly, because she is older and should be doing the consoling. 
Sometimes she wishes he showed more cracks, but he has always been the 
calmer sibling, more able to bounce back. And since he's been with Sasha he's 
grown stronger, more determined. 
"Really, if 11 be fine. I'll protect you," he says. 
"Why don't they give you a hard time like they give me?" she asks. 
"Because you're not charming," he says. 
"Fuck you." 
"See?" 
She laughs, but then it stops and she feels the same as before. "Sasha, why 
are you going?" she asks. "Don't you feel uncomfortable?" 
"I don't know," Sasha says. "No more than with my own family. I like being 
reminded of where Bill came from." 
"Hmph," Patricia says. "I guess I don't need to be reminded of that. Or 
maybe... No, if s not that. If s their pecking at us, their trying to make us fit into 
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some lives we're not remotely close to living. Don't you want to be honest with 
them, Bill? Have them know who you really are?" 
"Not really. But I think they know anyway," says Bill. 
"How do you know they know?" 
"How could they not know?" 
"Why don't they ever say anything?" 
"Saying is different from knowing." 
"B.S." 
"Maybe for you thaf s bullshit, but for them... there's a difference between 
what they know by daylight, when their friends are around, and what they'll 
admit to each other alone in bed at night." 
"I don't know," she says. "They've never even admitted that they 
themselves have sex." 
"Exactly," says Bill. "But they know that everyone knows. They didn't try to 
hide us in the basement or tell everyone we were adopted. We are living proof 
that they did it." 
"Twice." 
"So the first time was good enough to give it another go, at least. And they 
liked Sasha enough the first time to go see him again, and again. As long as we 
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don't say anything, they don't have to tell anyone else. They can just know, 
quietly, themselves. I'm not here to embarrass them." 
"What do you have to be embarrassed by? Are you ashamed of it, after all?" 
Bill laughs, then leans over to Sasha and kisses him so hard that Sasha's 
neck arches over the back of the seat. A woman sitting across from them looks 
away. Another nudges her friend and they both look over, smiling. Bill releases 
Sasha and shakes his head fast, as if he's just resurfaced from under water. 
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"Um, what did you say?" he asks. 
As the train pulls in, Patricia sees her father pacing the platform with his 
hands in his pockets. His pants are blue and a bit too short—she can see a sliver 
of brown sock. Lucy must have been too busy cooking to inspect him. 
Dennis jumps slightly when his children approach, as if he's surprised to 
see them. He embraces Bill awkwardly, one arm aroimd his son's back, the other 
patting him on the shoulder. "The birthday boy!" he exclaims. He embraces 
Patricia the same way, but he doesn't know what to say. "Hi, Patty," he finally 
manages. Patricia knows not all his discomfort is due to her, to her first visit in 
eight months. He never seems quite comfortable with anyone, except Lucy. He 
treats everyone else—neighbors, clerks, his children—with the same stiff 
cheerfulness. 
"Good to see you again, Sasha," Dennis says, shaking Sasha's hand. 
"You too, Mr. Weber." 
"I thought you were bringing a date, Patty." 
"He had to work late," she says. 
"Oh." Dennis claps his hands together and looks around as if there's 
something else he was supposed to do. "Well, let's go then," he finally says. 
Lucy opens the front door before Dennis has even put the car in park. She 
traipses down the walk to greet them, hands held up by her shoulders, the long 
shirt of her green pantsuit swishing as she runs. 
She hugs them all vigorously, even Sasha. Then she holds Patricia at arm's 
length and screws up her mouth as she looks her daughter in the eye, but she 
doesn't say anything. 
The Webers live in a new neighborhood built over a former wheat field. 
They sold the damp old colonial Patricia and Bill grew up in when Bill went off 
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to college. Lucy said it was because they didn't want all the housework, which 
annoys Patricia because Lucy seems to do little else. The little house is always 
ferociously clean, and Dennis keeps the lawn in the same brutal order. The sharp 
line of the sidewalk shows where he pushed the grass back with an edger. 
Patricia follows her parents up the sidewalk with flagging spirits. 
The entry way smells of paint and scented candles. Dennis opens a closet 
door, and the light inside goes on automatically. He holds out his hand for 
Patricia's jacket. 
Lucy says, "I thought you were bringing a date, Patty." 
"He had to work late," Patricia says. She is bothered already, answering the 
same question twice, even though she knows it is a reasonable question. 
"Oh," says Lucy. "What does he do?" 
"He's in the art department." 
"Where you work?" 
"Yeah." 
"Lef s hope you don't break up, then!" 
"Mom..." 
Bill says, "He's already past the three week mark. The end is near." 
Patricia cuts her eyes at him. The brevity of her relationships and jobs 
sparked the argument that drove her away the last time she visited. Lucy and 
Dennis spoke in worried tones about her "inability" to commit. You're already 28, 
they said. I'm only 28, Patricia replied. She tried to prove she could do something 
for a long time—she could stay away from home. But now she's lost even that. 
Patricia has been at her current job a full year, and she knows Bill must have 
told their parents about it. Patricia herself does not want to offer that as evidence, 
as a peacemaker, because she is angry that such evidence is required. Besides, 
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she would take a new job if she could find one. She is looking around for 
something she can reach on the F line, so she won't have to change trains every 
morning. 
"Do you think if s a good idea to..Lucy begins. 
"Mom, we're not that serious, OK? I'm sure we'll remain civil," says 
Patricia. 
"I thought, with you bringing him home and all.. 
"I was just trying to round out the party. 
"Well, we're a good number without him, don't you think, Dennis? More 
cake for the rest of us." Lucy bustles off to the living room. 
"I'm glad you didn't have to work late," Dennis says. 
"No, only the important people work late," says Patricia. 
"I didn't mean.. .er..." he stammers. 
"I'm kidding, Dad," she explains. 
Dennis pours drinks from the liquor cabinet he keeps in the living room. He 
bought it when they moved to this house, delighted to move his whiskey from of 
the indignity of the bottom kitchen cabinet. The new house brims with other 
small luxuries—throw rugs and commemorative plates and artificial flowers. 
Their old house was spartan, all Dennis's profit funneled into mortgage and 
taxes and heating the drafty rooms. He serves his children now with the pomp of 
a showman selling potions. 
Lucy says, "So, what have you boys been up to?" 
They tell her about Sasha's show closing this week, and their upcoming 
audition for Pirates. Patricia wanders around looking at her mother's 
knickknacks. She notices a watercolor that was not there last time she visited—a 
beach scene with sailboats and sunset. It surprises her somehow that her parents 
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have gone on with their lives, have made purchases and strung picture wire and 
pounded nails in the wall, just as they did when things were usual between 
them, when she used to visit. 
"How come you never audition for anything, Patty?" Lucy asks. "You were 
so good in high school." 
"That was a long time ago, Mom." 
"But you had talent. That doesn't go away." 
"I was talented at Westport High, I'm an ordinary schmoe in New York 
City." 
"You're not ordinary," says Bill. 
"Whaf s wrong with ordinary, anyway?" asks Dennis. 
"Yeah, whaf s wrong with ordinary, Mom?" 
"I just want to see you happy. You never seem happy in your jobs." 
"My job is fine." 
"And after work—what are you doing these days?" 
"I have a band, remember?" 
"Oh. You're still playing?" 
"When we can. Weekends." 
"But thaf s not a job. You don't make money that way. You never get to 
travel, like Bill does." 
"Thaf s because Bill's a big sellout with no respect for his art. I'm a starving 
artiste." 
"Hey! No making fun of the birthday boy," says Bill. 
"Your birthday's tomorrow," Patricia reminds him. 
"No one's starving in this household," their father declares. 
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"That7s right," says Lucy. "Except maybe Patty. I declare, you are even 
thinner than last time you were here!" 
Patricia cringes at the mention of the last time she was there, but her mother 
seems unaffected. 
"Isn't she thinner, Dennis?" Lucy takes Patricia's hand and lifts her arm for 
Dennis to see. 
"Mom!" Patricia protests, pulling her hand away. 
"Can't tell with that heavy sweater on," says Dennis. 
"Are you still a vegetarian?" Lucy asks. "I made lots of vegetables tonight, 
because I wasn't sure. Actually, your father and I are trying to eat less meat, for 
our health. The doctor told me, Lucy, cut back now, before it becomes a problem. 
You know I always listen to him, since he gave me that good advice about my 
shoulder. You remember when I could hardly lift a basket of laundry? I thought 
I'd never get over that, but he fixed me right up. We've been on our new diet for 
three, four months now, and we feel real good, don't we, Dennis?" 
"Real good." 
"At first I thought I'd lose some weight, but it didn't happen. I guess if s 
something else you do, not the vegetables! I can't understand it. You were almost 
chubby as a kid." 
"Mom," says Patricia. 
"How come Bill can tease you, but I can't?" Lucy complains. 
"Because Bill doesn't mean anything by it." 
"Neither do I! I don't mean anything. I'm trying to be funny," she says, her 
voice catching. 
"So, Bill," says Dennis. "When is that audition?" 
"Next Monday," says Bill. 
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Patricia tries to sip her drink, but it is empty. An ice cube bumps against her 
lip. She wouldn't mind another, the way her mother is going, but she decides if s 
best not to get drunk, so she goes into the kitchen for a soda. She has to rummage 
around because the refrigerator is stacked full of bottles, jars, and plastic 
containers. The air smells like milk and cantaloupe. Finally she finds some ginger 
ale at the back. 
She hears a glissando and a few broken chords on the piano, then the 
rousing tune of I Am the Very Model of a Modern Major-General. Sasha starts to 
sing, the standard lyrics this time. Patricia watches the bubbles rise in her glass 
and thinks about the three of them on the train. It makes her lonely, being here in 
a place away from their real lives. Lucy's kitchen is white and perfect. Except for 
a bowl of green beans, ends snapped and ready to boil, there is no evidence that 
her mother prepared a meal for tonight. Patricia peeks in the oven to see what 
other vegetables she's made. Looks like cauliflower, smothered in cheese and 
bread crumbs. Pot roast simmers beside it. 
Lucy comes in and says, "Does that look done?" 
"I guess so," Patricia says. 
"Go listen to Sasha!" Lucy exclaims. "Or have you heard his audition 
before?" 
"No, Sasha doesn't have a piano at home." 
"Isn't that a shame. He's so talented!" 
"Yes, I know." 
"Bill too. And you. All you kids!" 
"Mom..." Patricia begins. 
"Patty," her mother interrupts. "Do you think we should get Bill a piano for 
his birthday? Do you think they'd let him have one in his apartment? And would 
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it fit, do you think?" She is standing stock still, smiling at the wall, like she's 
overwhelmed by her idea. 
"Thaf s a nice thought," Patricia says, "but Bill doesn't play that much. Not 
for a long time." 
"I know. I thought maybe he didn't play because he couldn't. Maybe he 
would play." 
"Maybe you should give Sasha a piano." 
Lucy crooks her head sideways and peers at Patricia. "Sasha?" she says, 
tittering. "Maybe if you keep on being such a smart aleck you'll get a piano for 
your birthday," she says. "Wouldn't you love that. We'd sneak in and take out all 
those, those speakers and things, to make room for a piano! We just might!" 
Lucy makes a sharp trill of laughter, then stops, as if she suddenly realizes 
she's gone too far. She takes a pot from the cupboard and puts the beans into it. 
"Why don't you go tell everyone we'll be ready in ten minutes?" she says. 
Patricia goes back to the living room and adds some whiskey to her ginger 
ale. She takes a drink to make room, then adds more. She is relieved when they 
start eating, because it proves time has passed and they are closer to going home. 
Lucy serves wine with dinner, another habit she has picked up in the past 
few years. Dennis prefers beer and whiskey, so for many years, that is what Lucy 
served, even when she had guests. Patricia knows she did not mean to be rude, 
or to hold back anything that her guests might desire; she simply did not 
consider that her husband's tastes might not be those of everyone else—at least 
of everyone she might invite for dinner. The fact that Lucy herself preferred soda 
didn't indicate different taste, it only distinguished her as a woman. Lucy 
professes to enjoy wine, now, though she merely sips it and rarely finishes a full 
glass. Patricia takes large swallows, not because the wine is good, but because the 
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food is so heavily buttered she feels full after a few bites. She hopes the wine's 
crispness will cut through the fat she is unaccustomed to. 
"How's the business, Dad?" asks Bill. 
"Not bad," says Dennis. "Same as usual." 
"Oh, don't be so modest," says Lucy. 
"What should I say, Lucy?" 
"Your father's doing very well. We're thinking of doing some traveling next 
year. See a bit of the world." 
"Where do you want to go?" asks Sasha. 
"Well, my friend Betty Lutz recommends Mexico, in spite of everything you 
hear. She says if you go to the right places, you don't have to worry about the 
water and whether you peel your fruit and all of that. But I don't know. It seems 
so crowded, don't you think? I would like to go somewhere we can see ruins— 
maybe Italy, or Greece. Though I don't know about the Greeks. I don't want to be 
around people who don't...do things our way, you know?" 
"Like what things?" Patricia asks. 
"You know, like.. .everything! If they have odd customs you have to 
observe, or a certain way you have to dress." 
"Why don't you go to Hartford?" Patricia says. 
"Patty..." 
"I'd love to go to Greece and see all the old theaters," says Bill. His 
conciliatory tone irritates Patricia. He lets their mother say the most outrageous 
things, as if they didn't even matter. And he acts as if he didn't know Patricia, as 
if she were some boor he was stuck with at a cocktail party. She starts to 
wonder—if he can be this convincingly kind with Lucy, who's to say he hasn't 
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been using the same act on her? Does he joke about his annoying sister to friends 
the way they joke about their parents? Worse, does he joke about her with them ? 
Patricia refills her wine glass and pictures herself at an outdoor cafe, the 
white stucco buildings bright in the sunshine. She eats vegetable pie and drinks a 
local vintage, peppery and strong. The people at nearby tables chatter in a 
language she doesn't understand, yet she knows she is one of them, not a visitor. 
A long black raincoat is draped over the chair next to here/because the locals 
know that in spite of the sun, a storm will pass overhead in the afternoon. Up the 
street is a lively market. The vendor's cars and trucks are parked haphazardly 
along the cafe's narrow street, their trunks open, spilling cardboard boxes and 
smells of fish, vegetables, and leather. Doors bang and people shout—it is not a 
restful place, but natives come there because the food is exceptional. A tourist 
approaches from the opposite end of the ntarket, clutching her purse to her chest. 
It is Patricia's mother. Lucy looks behind her, as if wondering how she can most 
quickly escape from the crowd. She pushes forward. When she reaches the last of 
the stalls, she looks about for a moment, then hurries down the sidewalk on 
which Patricia sits. Patricia feels her staring as she passes, but when Patricia 
looks up, her mother turns away and veers closer to the edge of the sidewalk. 
Patricia wonders if her mother would welcome her to dinner if they were 
not related, or if she were merely a cousin, or a second cousin. How strong must 
the obligation be, she wonders, for Lucy to put aside her dislike for the way 
Patricia thinks? 
"Have you ever been overseas, Sasha?" asks Lucy, 
"Once," says Sasha. "When the Soviet Union opened up. My father had 
some relatives still living there, so we went to meet them." 
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"Isn't that nice?" says Lucy. "Patty studied in France for a semester, but Bill 
never did. I guess I can say 'studied/ though it seems she didn't do much of 
that." 
Patricia is half-lost in her reverie. Her mother's teasing barely touches her. 
"Sasha, where did you..." she begins. 
"I think thaf s where she picked up her crazy notions about men," Lucy 
continues. 
"They're hardly crazy/' says Patricia, coming back to herself. "I'm hardly 
the only single woman in New York." 
"I don't mean that as a criticism," says Lucy. "I think if s interesting that you 
want to be single. It's very modern. I want to understand it." 
"Who knows, Mom? I just like it that way. I can't explain it. Please stop 
asking, will you?" 
"So we shouldn't expect to meet this fellow you've been seeing?" asks 
Dennis. 
"No, Dad. Didn't you hear Bill? If 11 be over soon. I'll probably lose my job 
because of it, too. Will you be able to loan me some money?" 
"Patty..." Lucy says sharply. 
"I didn't say you'd lose you job," says Bill. "In fact, I bet you'll run him out 
of the office." 
"Bet you're right," Sasha agrees. "You Webers sure are hard to work with." 
He winks at Bill. 
"Hard to date, too, aren't we?" Patricia says. It was the wink that made her 
say it. Bill has always gotten away with winks and nods, always stayed safely 
below the surface. 
Bill stares at her. Sasha goes on eating as if he didn't hear. 
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"Whaf s that?" Lucy asks. 
"Could I have more rice, please?" Bill says. 
"Me, too," Sasha says to Bill. 
"When I first met your father, I didn't think I could ever go out with him, 
much less marry him, all because of his bald head. Isn't that silly? I had never 
met anyone bald so young. It seemed.. .unhealthy." 
Dennis looks vaguely troubled, as if he fears Lucy might still back out of 
their marriage. 
"The oilier girl in the back office with me thought he was handsome, 
though. She used to invent excuses to call him in from the warehouse—some 
problem with his timecard, or could he help her move the file cabinets. One time 
he came in wearing a cap—it was cold out in the warehouse, you see—and I 
noticed for the first time that he was handsome. In spite of his hair. Or his not 
having hair. Anyway, you couldn't tell with the cap on. But I thought he liked 
the other girl, so I never talked outside of business with him. Little did I know it 
was all a plan between them, trying to get me to notice him! She already had a 
beau, out in Detroit, see. They were going to get married as soon as he put some 
money in the bank. Eventually he did, and she left. But your father kept stopping 
by the office. Thaf s when I finally figured it out." 
Dennis smiles proudly. Patricia wonders how many times he's heard the 
story, and if he worries every time. She's never heard his version of their 
courtship. 
Bill asks, "Did you make Dad wear a cap on your wedding night?" 
"Bill! Heavens!" Lucy exclaims. 
"No, it was a wig." Dennis, surprised by his own cleverness, chuckles 
proudly. 
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"A blond beehive?" asks Sasha. 
Dennis stops chuckling. "More of a Cesar Romero/' he says uncertainly. 
"I know everything is different now, but there's nothing like marrying your 
first love," Lucy declares. 
"Mom," says Patricia. 
"Don't get all sensitive. I'm talking generally, not picking on you." 
"Well, you can't possibly mean Bill, so that leaves me." 
Bill puts his knife and fork down abruptly and leans back in his chair. 
"Of course I mean Bill, too! I mean, I don't mean either of you. But if I did, I 
would mean both, so.. .oh, why do you always do this!" 
"Mom, Patty's first love was that kid Ronny Lemark, who got his head 
stuck in our back fence spying on her twelfth birthday party," Bill says. "Would 
you really want him for a son-in-law?" 
Lucy laughs and says, "I'm sure he grew up to be a very nice boy." 
"What about Bill's first girlfriend?" Patricia says. 
"Who was that, now?" asks Lucy. 
"No one ever embarrassed themselves for my sake the way they did for 
you, Patty," Bill says sternly. 
"Girls are much more reserved," Lucy agrees. 
"Or else smart enough not to bark up the wrong tree." 
Sasha says, "The woman who played Maria followed Bill everywhere..." 
His voice trails off. 
"In the production we saw? She seemed like a lovely girl." 
Dennis says gruffly, "Bill's like me. He doesn't waste time on the wrong 
girls." 
Patricia asks, "You think there's a right one, Dad?" 
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Sasha says, a bit too loudly, "I think Bill's married to his work." 
"What does Bill think?" asks Patricia, studying his stony profile. 
"Bill thinks everyone ought to stop referring to him in the third person," he 
says. 
"OK then, what do you think?" she asks. 
"I think you and I should clear the dishes and let everyone speculate about 
us behind our backs," Bill says, trying to sound like he's teasing. 
"OK," says Patricia, and she stands up and piles silverware onto her plate. 
"No, let me," Lucy protests. 
Bill nudges Sasha. 
"You've done too much work already," says Sasha. "Come on, let me 
practice my other piece on you. You can tell me which one is better." 
Patricia notices how drunk she's become when she tries to walk. She gathers 
plates with exaggerated care and follows Bill into the kitchen. After she puts 
them on the counter, he grabs her elbow and whispers angrily/ "You want to 
know what I think? I think you're drunk and completely out of line." The creases 
in his face look so deep, she hardly recognizes him. Has he, after all, been phony 
with her all these years? Is this the way the real Bill looks? 
"I can't lie anymore," she says. "If s like sitting there in a straight jacket." 
"This isn't lying. This is shutting up." 
"I can't anymore." 
"Expose yourself, then, and leave me out of it." 
"I can't be the bad girl all the time." 
"Ah!" he says. "Now I see." 
"See what?" 
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"See what you mean. You want me to wear that crown for a while. Create a 
distraction so you can fuck up your own life without any interference." 
"Shut up. I didn't say that." 
"But thaf s what you meant." 
"No, I didn't." 
"Yes, you did. You just don't realize it." 
"I know what I fucking meant, okay? We fuck-ups, we spend a lot of time 
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thinking, since we don't have any friends or anything, so at least we know what 
we fucking mean." 
Bill's leaning against the counter facing her. She's bending forward to get 
the words in close to him. 
"Unlike actors?" he says. 
"Yeah, unlike actors." 
Bill storms off to the dining room. Patricia paces the kitchen. She notices 
she's chewing her lip so hard she must be bruising it. Bill comes back and dumps 
a pile of dishes on the counter, then stalks out again. Patricia is far too drunk, and 
too upset, to leave the room. She starts washing up. The warm water calms her 
down a bit. She listens to the piano and pretends the voice is a stranger's, a 
recording or someone hamming at a party where she doesn't know anyone. 
Maybe in a penthouse in the city, or a basement bistro, hidden away down an 
alley. When Bill joins in, she's brought home again, contracts, as if someone 
threw a medicine ball against her chest. If s too heavy to throw back, too heavy to 
carry around. This is no bistro, she thinks. This is my life. That is my brother singing. 
In her drunken state, this seems a complicated and profound realization. 
The stove clock reads 8:42. If she can stretch the dishes out for another 
fifteen minutes, and the last train is sometime between 10:00 and 10:30, and they 
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leave the house ten minutes early.. .she has forgotten how much time she was 
trying to divvy up. It doesn't matter. Any way she did it, the time would be too 
long. She decides to make coffee, to extend her time alone, and to sober herself 
up, and to give her something to say when she goes into the living room. Anyone 
want coffee? She pictures herself standing in the doorway with the pot in hand, 
casually cheerful. 
Out in the living room, Sasha is getting everyone to act out scenes from a 
play he wrote in high school. He can't stop laughing at how bad the play is, but 
he whispers the lines in their ears and they all repeat them with aplomb. 
Patricia hears her mother cry, "Fair stranger! Will I ever see you again?" 
There is a pause and some laughing. 
"You shall," says her father sternly, "But until then, beware the brides of 
March!" 
She hears Sasha laugh and applaud. "Curtain!" he calls. 
Soon, Lucy comes into the kitchen. 
"Patty," she says. "Leave those. Come join us!" But the look on her face is 
desperate, not joyous. 
"I have stage fright," Patricia says. 
"Oh, you! Why do you always hide when Bill and Sasha are playing?" 
"I don't do it on purpose." 
"Aw, Patty, if s gotta be something. You don't feel jealous, do you? You can 
tell me, if s okay." 
"No, I'm not jealous." 
"Have you seen his play before? Are you tired of it?" 
"No. Where would I have seen it?" 
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"I don't know. He and Bill are always hamming it up. I just thought you 
might have, is all." 
"I don't see Sasha that much." 
"You don't?" asks Lucy. 
"Well, some." 
"Oh. I thought you kids did things together." Lucy sounds sad. 
"We do," says Patricia carefully. "Sometimes. Me and Bill. And sometimes 
Sasha." 
"I thought they were best friends." 
Lucy picks up a dish towel and twists it one way then the other, but not 
tightly—as if she's only feeling the fabric. Patricia moves the scrubber over a 
dish. She don't even notice if the food is coming off or not. 
"They are best friends," Patricia says. She tries to sounds reassuring, but she 
is ashamed of the havoc she almost wrecked that night, and perplexed by her 
mother's concern, which appears to be not that Bill and Sasha might be too close, 
but that they might not be close enough. For a moment it seems that if she 
explained everything about them right now, her mother would be happy and 
relieved. She could tell her about Sasha teaching Bill to dance so they could be in 
West Side Story together. Or about Bill kissing Sasha on the train, how for a while 
they were part of the world at large, hiding nothing, not even from the grey-
haired men in suits behind us, or from the woman who didn't want to see. 
"You still eat cake, don't you?" Lucy asks. "There's eggs in the cake. And 
butter in the frosting. My doctor says margarine is better, but it just doesn't taste 
as good in frosting, don't you think? Here, you arrange the candles. I have no 
artistic talent." 
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Patricia is about to tell her mother it doesn't take artistic talent to shape a 2 
and a 7, but she decides to let her go on believing it is difficult. After all, 
sometimes the simplest things are. When she is done shaping the numbers, she 
lights the candles, one by one. By the time she lights the last one, the first one has 
already dripped onto the cake. 
"OK, if s ready, Mom," she says. 
"You carry it out," says Lucy. 
"No, you should. You baked it." 
"My hands are full already," says Lucy. She is holding a stack of plates in 
one hand, a cluster of forks and a knife in the other. She is halfway across the 
room, near the door to the living room. "Hurry, before they're burned down." 
Patricia picks up the cake and walks as steadily as she can. Her mother steps 
into the living room, turns off the lights, and begins to sing. She holds the first 
syllable a long time, cueing the others to join in. Patricia's voice is barely a 
whisper. She is grateful for Sasha's booming baritone, and for the darkness. She 
holds the cake out far in front of her, hoping the candles aren't bright so bright 
that Bill will have to look at her. She puts the cake down on the coffee table and 
steps back out of the way. 
There is hardly anyone on the train home. Patricia falls into a seat across the 
aisle from Bill and Sasha. They murmur to each other but say nothing to her. She 
shuts her eyes and begins to drift, then wakes with a start. She knows she should 
stay awake or she will miss her stop. Bill and Sasha will leave her sitting here, to 
be mugged or worse. She dozes again and again, waking each time to wonder if 
she should give herself up to fate and sleep. Maybe mugging is what she 
deserves. Then she wonders if she would really be giving herself up, if she would 
be choosing it, or if she just calls it that because sleep is inevitable. 
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Sasha pulls on her elbow. "We're here," he says. She stumbles between 
them as they walk towards the line of cabs, and they prop her upright each time, 
not exactly tenderly, but without the roughness she expected, or feared, or might 
dole out herself if she were in their shoes. They put her in a cab, and Bill leans in 
to give the driver directions. He looks Patricia in the eye before he shuts the door. 
She doesn't see forgiveness in his look, but she doesn't see malice either. "I'm 
sorry," she mouths through the glass, but the cab is already pulling away. 
SLIP 
The most complicated style of decoration is the pate-sur-pate, where 
a low relief is slowly built upon a colored base and, when the slip is 
fired, a translucent effect is produced. It is possible to get a pot 
colored different inside and out by a skillful application of slip. 
— Techniques of the World's Great Masters of Pottery and Ceramics, 
Hugo Morley-Fletcher, ed. 
CHAPTER 1 
September 8,1997 
Margaret's daughter is enrolled in my Intermediate Ceramics class. It must be 
her. Foolishly, perhaps, I did not ask. She has Margaret's long face and the last 
name Shavsky. I suppose most people would think of her as Audric Shavsky's 
daughter, since he is the famous painter, but all I can see in her is Margaret. She 
wears the same serious expression when she works. And she knows her way 
around a wheel, too. After my demonstration, when everyone else was clamoring 
for more help, she went right to work and threw a large, lovely bowl. 
Has Margaret sent her to me as a terrible joke? The girl did not seem to 
know who I was. Perhaps it is mere coincidence. They did live here once, after 
all. But I never expected Margaret to come back. I don't believe she has, really. 
Perhaps she divorced him and lives alone in Paris, or Manhattan. 
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It has been eighteen years since I saw Margaret, that week before she 
married Shavsky. I knew they had a daughter, but I never wanted to know her 
name. Fortunately, the press and the museums never cared to report it. Audric 
Shavsky lives in Brussels with his wife and daughter was the most I ever had to read 
about their personal lives. Now I know. Her name is Abigail. 
I am both fascinated and resentful. It was my first day at the Qarke School, 
and I anticipated a calm, easy session, like I used to have when I first started 
teaching. Instead I am besieged by memories and anxiety, and a lurching, 
familiar hope, which I know will lead to no good. 
Abigail seems like a warning, a sign that I should not have left the Institute. 
Or maybe I should have retired for good, gone to Mexico or some such place. I 
am not far enough away from the money and ambition and everything else that 
ruined the Institute for me. I thought that at Clarke, where regular people come, 
kids and nurses and retirees, someone might care the way they should. Perhaps 
they do. But I was so startled by Abigail that I could not pay attention to anyone 
else. When I first started teaching, I learned a hundred or more names in two 
days. I am far too young to be losing my memory. I hope I am just distracted. I 
hope I will come back to myself soon. 
If it were not raining I would go for a walk. I don't feel able to work, not 
with Margaret in my head. Or perhaps it is the weather itself that distracts me. 
The pinging of rain on the shed's metal roof reminds me that an outside exists, 
and suddenly I long to be there. On sunny, quiet days, I am content at my wheel. 
Whatever the cause, I am questioning everything, not just the new job but 
all the steps leading up to it. I feel as if I can't decide what to do next without 
reviewing everything that came before. Why did I ever go to art school? Surely it 
was more than wanting to be like Margaret. It started long before her, really, in 
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childhood fears: fear of sports, of bigger boys, of tomboy girls, of popular girls, of 
tall people and strong people and my own lack of coordination, drive, 
confidence, presence. Later, my motivations turned from fears to desires: to make 
something, apparently from nothing. To acquire familiarity with the strange tools 
and smells and cryptically labeled jars of liquid. To become an alchemist in 
command of his laboratory. 
It was before Margaret, when I was fifteen, that I realized what art can do. 
In the studio, results were never what the materials seemed to promise—grey, 
opaque glaze became brightly colored and translucent; soft, slippery clay became 
gritty and hard enough to pound nails. Not all materials possessed this magic— 
watercolor offended me, the way it blotted and warped the paper. Clay and 
glaze, however, promised that I, too, could become something different, 
something sophisticated and beautifully composed. 
It was more than the materials, though. It was the way I imagined artists 
lived, in far-away cities, nodes of culture and stimulation far from the suburbs 
that bored me even then. Now, as I grow jaded, I wonder—how could a child, 
with so much freedom and so much to learn, ever be bored? I suppose it's 
because the suburbs isolated us, kept us running in the same circles around the 
same patch of grass, with the same few friends. Nature was sectioned off by 
fences and asphalt and speeding cars. 
So I went to art school to find a borderless space, an inward fall to a cosmos 
where the cars couldn't follow. And to test myself—could I leave, would I 
survive in a place where I knew no one, had to find my own way, had to think on 
my feet instead of daydreaming through life? I feared that, in spite of my longing 
for a creative life, I was unalterably one of Them, the doomed domestic 
unimaginative. 
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Even now, when art supports me, my imagination seems tiny. I can't 
imagine a space vast enough for what I think should exist. I become afraid to 
think at all, lest I remind myself how cramped we are, we humans, we 
Americans, all of us hampered by institutions and canons and habits of thought. 
Why imagine vast spaces that will never come to be? People narrow their minds 
so that they will never be disappointed. 
I digress. And I lie—I speak of transformation, as if that were really what I 
do. Truly, I spend more time wishing I were the thing transformed. 
Margaret is—was—quite the opposite. Her ideas went directly from eye to 
hand. She never stopped long enough to doubt herself. Where her visions came 
from, I don't know. She made cups triangular and skies crimson. Meanwhile, I 
strove for a form of prettified realism. I have changed a lot since then, but I know 
this tendency lingers. 
I wonder if I would feel differently about Shavsky if he were a potter, or 
anything but what he is. Painting lacks the mystery of pottery, of glaze becoming 
something you'd never have guessed. I admire some painters—Margaret is a 
painter, after all, but she is one of those who can create mystery for their 
audience in spite of their medium. But Shavsky creates only confusion. If he 
thinks about mystery at all, it is only as a device, to show his audience he is 
smarter than they are. 
Charlie says I'm snobbish. He says he finds the same power in 
photography, swirling the images into being in a shallow pan, in a room lit like a 
funhouse. But photographs are too real for me, remind me too much of daily life. 
Charlie theorizes about artifice and illusion and all that mumbo-jumbo. I think 
thaf s his real passion, theory. I need the power of inexplicable colors, the tactile 
leap into the unknown. 
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10:30 p.m. 
All evening I have been trying to convince myself that it is not Margaret 
that is upsetting me, it is something about my work, or the new school, or art in 
general. Why do I want so badly for it not to be Margaret? I suppose I can not 
bear that she still, after all these years, has such power over me. Perhaps she is 
merely a reminder of everything else, of high school and choices I made and the 
knot I'm in now. I must remember that I came to art on my own, that in the 
beginning it was wholly mine, and that I managed an act of bravery before I even 
knew her. That, in fact, it was my bravery that led me to her. She was merely my 
double-edged reward. 
I was first brought to art by my mother, who made jewelry down at what 
we called the Alk—the AALC, the Art Association of Langres County. When I 
was too young to stay home by myself, she dropped me off in the children's 
studio, where the supplies seemed endless—colored paper on thick rolls, like 
Christmas wrapping at department stores, paste in gallon jugs, brushes as long 
as my forearm clustered in glass jars. It was more like day care than a class. The 
teacher hovered in the background, stepping in to avert disasters: Don't smash the 
bristles like that. Watch how I do it. Here, come wipe your hands. 
The studio contained two heavy wooden tables—one low, surrounded by 
child-sized folding chairs, one high, the same table found in the adult classrooms. 
The one or two older children in each class would sit at the high table, perched 
on metal stools. With amazement I discovered that I, too, could climb onto a stool 
without falling and work there easily, never worrying about balance, as I'd 
thought from the ground I would have to. The other children scribbled and 
fretted below. I could see what they were making, but they could not see mine. 
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That distinction, together with the distance between my feet and the ground, 
gave my pictures a new importance. 
How old was I when things changed, when the Alk started to intimidate 
me? Enough time had passed that I felt established there. I knew the other 
children's names, even the ones who did not come every week. But not long 
enough to know everything about the building, as a more adventurous child 
might. When my mother first gave me a quarter to buy a soda, I was surprised to 
learn that a soda machine existed. She showed me the way when she dropped 
me off, leading me to a little foyer with a window looking out over asphalt and 
dumpsters. At one side of the foyer was a metal door, to which my mother 
pointed. 
Later, by myself, I found the door again and pushed it open. Behind the 
door was a cement stairwell, narrow and chilly. The light had a greenish cast, 
which filled me with vague foreboding. The soda machine stood behind the 
door, so I had to let the door clang fully shut, cutting off the voices from the 
studio. 
The machine itself was peculiar, too: rather than pushing a lighted button to 
choose your soda, you pulled a handle, like a cigarette machine. I had pulled 
such handles often enough—every time my family ate at a restaurant I looked for 
a cigarette machine—but I did it to feel the resistance and hear the clanking 
inside; I never received anything for my efforts. I didn't trust the strange 
machine, but I wanted a soda, and I did trust my mother, who's sent me there, so 
I put my quarter in and pulled. The soda landed in the bin with a thud, but it too 
was wrong: instead of a can, it came in a small glass bottle, ill-proportioned, 
dwarfish. Whaf s more, since I didn't have a bottle opener, it was undrinkable. I 
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stood staring at the metal cap, hating my mother for sending me on this 
disturbing and pointless quest. 
By chance—I never would have thought to look there—my eyes came to 
rest on a rusty cap remover screwed onto the side of the soda machine. I held my 
bottle up to it and pulled. The cap fell into a dark hole. I looked down at the 
bottle to make sure it was really soda, not some horrible potion. I could smell the 
sweet cola and feel a faint mist from the rising carbonation. So far, so good, I 
thought. I hurried back into the studio and took a drink. It tasted like soda. 
A few children eyed me enviously. I should have enjoyed my brief celebrity, 
the only child in the class with a fresh soda, but I couldn't shake the feeling I had 
in that stairwell: that everything was stunted, encroaching, grotesque. 
My mother gave me a quarter every week after that, but I did not always 
buy a soda. Every so often I decided I was silly, that the stairwell could not be so 
frightening, and I tried again. Or was it that some part of me longed for the 
freakish? In any case, I tried again, and again I was frightened. 
The soda machine and the sinister light underscored my thoughts at the Alk 
for what seemed like a very long time. I grew to believe that something dreadful 
lived in the building, some demon lurking in the basement. The green light was 
just one of his effects, a brandishing of his powers. Sometimes when my projects 
didn't work out the way I wanted, I blamed this evil force. When my projects 
worked out better than I expected, I was torn—did they do so in spite of the 
demon, or because of him? I knew such fears were childish, that other people 
would laugh at me if I told them, so I tried to push them away. As time went on, 
I learned to ignore him, it, whatever it was. If pressed, I might have confessed I 
believed in him, the way people today admit somewhat ashamedly that they 
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believe in God, but I thought of the demon as limited, trapped downstairs, while 
I went about my life above ground. 
Some time later, when I was nine or ten, came a period when I was often the 
oldest child in the studio. Other children my age joined a real class or stayed 
home on their own. More often it was girls who chose to join a class. Even 
though I still enjoyed making pictures, I was growing more conscious of my 
physical weakness and interested in changing it, so I told my mother I wanted to 
stay home. She agreed that I was old enough, though I think she was sorry to 
lose my company. After that, when my mother left for her classes, I went to the 
basement and played with my father's weights. I could lift only the lightest ones, 
but I rolled the heavier ones around the floor and sometimes strained against 
them to test how much stronger I'd grown. On weekends I rallied my friends 
into baseball games, playing recklessly for the only time in my life. I played until 
I forgot all about the Alk and its demon. 
My enthusiasm for sports died down soon enough, but I never thought 
about going back to art. When I started junior high, I thought only about fitting 
in, maybe meeting a girl, though I never did. In junior high, everyone was 
expected to play sports, and I'd been an unremarkable outfielder. I was neither 
strong nor coordinated, nor did I work hard to become so. Game days were 
charged with anxiety that a crucial moment might occur, and that I'd be 
involved, and that my actions, or inactions, would decide in favor of the 
opposing team. I shouldn't have played, considering the stress it caused me, but 
most of the boys did, and without the team I would have spent many afternoon 
alone. Besides, I feared the disapproval of my parents, who believed that people 
should take advantage of every opportunity presented to them. Sometimes I 
watched everyone enjoying the game—my friends crouched at their positions, 
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our mothers in the bleachers pouring lemonade, fathers shouting advice, 
younger siblings tossing softballs on the side of the field. I thought, All these 
people can't be wrong. I searched and longed for the essential part of the game I 
was missing, the part that would make it natural and fun, but I never discovered 
it. I was relieved to move on to high school and know that I would not make the 
cut, so the opportunity was taken from me and I did not have to reject it. 
That first year of high school is hazy, all restlessness and inattention. I 
sketched in class, but I considered that doodling, nothing serious. I took the 
classes my counselor recommended—science and history and languages, not art. 
I went to class—it never occurred to me that I might skip—but I remembered 
little of what was said. Grades came easily to me in junior high. I never had to 
contort myself to get them. But suddenly, that year, I was elsewhere. When a 
teacher wrote on the board, I might notice other people's pens move, but I did 
not think, I should write this down. I noticed the motion of their wrists, or the 
teacher's arm, exposed where her sleeve slid down as she reached with the chalk. 
I studied small things about the room, a ceiling panel that was slightly darker 
than the rest, or the bands of scuff marks along the wall—one low, from heels of 
students who had leaned or stumbled there, one higher, from swinging book 
bags and dirty hands. Once I noticed the way the curved glass over the clock 
reflected the room narrowed and bent and colorless. The teacher caught me 
staring and said, "If you're so anxious for class to be over, Mr. Thompson, you 
may leave now." I stammered an apology and he did not make me leave, but I 
was shaken for the rest of the day. Where would I have gone? Outside to have a 
cigarette with the kids who did skip class? They'd have ignored me, or laughed. If 
they'd been friendly and offered me a cigarette, I'd have coughed on my smoke. 
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With no sport to practice after school, I should have had more time than 
ever for studying. I can't recall where all the time went. I read a lot, I suppose. 
When I wanted to talk to a friend, instead of phoning, I would walk to his house, 
even if it was two or three miles. I suppose I wanted the time alone, walking and 
thinking, more than the time with my friend. In any case, the walks took up a lot 
of my time. 
When I brought home my report card for the first term, my mother 
furrowed her brow and said, "Jay, honey, what happened?" 
"I don't know," I told her. I went to my room and stayed there until my 
father came home. 
"What is this?" I heard him bellow, not angry but bewildered. "How could 
this happen?" 
My mother shushed him and spoke in low tones. I heard cupboard doors 
slam, my father saying, "Thaf s no reason to..." and "I know that, Josie." When 
things quieted down, I knew the house had returned to normal, that my father 
had decided, as he always did, to let my mother deal with me. Such situations— 
domestic, personal, or ambiguous—puzzled him, dissolved his cherished powers 
of judgment. 
My parents watched me closely the second term, hoping to catch me coming 
home late, or drunk, or anything, so they'd have a behavior they could forbid, 
something to prove I was bad or foolish rather than stupid. Other flaws could be 
fixed or compensated for, but stupidity doomed its bearer, and shamed his 
family. If I turned out to be stupid, it would mean we were not the solid sort of 
family we believed ourselves to be. But the worst my parents ever caught me 
at—the worst I ever committed, really—was reading or sketching or 
daydreaming when I should have been doing homework. 
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One time I lay on my bed reading Madame Bovary. My mother walked into 
my room without knocking, and I sat up with a start. She sat down at my desk 
and idly flipped through my open notebook and history text. I tried to peer over 
her arm, suddenly aware of how many pages were filled with geometrical 
designs and drawings of my teachers, how few words I'd written. 
"I thought you had a test," she said. 
"I'm reading for a book report," I lied. 
"Hey, this is pretty good," she said. 
"What is?" 
"This one." She held up a sketch of my biology teacher. "It really looks like 
him. It looks more like him than he does." 
"Thanks," I said, not sure if that was the proper response. I'd missed half an 
hour of notes to make that sketch. Couldn't she see that? 
"You should take a class at the Alk with me this summer." 
"No, thanks, Mom. Thaf s kind of... I don't know. Not my style." 
"You used to like going there." 
"I was a kid then." 
"If s just an idea." 
School ended, my grades still down, my summer plans dreary. Three weeks 
of driver's ed., then mowing lawns for Mr. Ambrose, a landscaper who lived 
down the street. I'd have to get up early, and would be asleep when my friends 
got done taking tickets at the movie theater or delivering pizzas. What else was 
there, really? Television? I hated TV in the summertime, the constant glare from 
the sun fading the screen to pale fuzz. A girlfriend? I should be so lucky. 
My mother left the Alk catalog on the kitchen table. She had circled her 
jewelry class and put question marks by oil painting and paper making. The 
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course listings were interspersed with snapshots: painters working at easels, a 
woman sculpting a figure with dowels and wires. The photos didn't show the 
Alk I remembered, the sinister light and narrow stairwell. Everything looked 
orderly and bright. There were several leafy outdoor scenes, as if it were always 
summer at the Alk. The last page displayed a photo that seemed to have nothing 
to do with art: a group of young adults waded in the shallows of a river. Further 
out, a man stood chest deep, his hair flattened with water as if he'd just emerged. 
In cupped hands, he carried what looked like a pile of clay. He held the clay out 
towards the waders, grinning as if offering a miraculous discovery. I wondered 
where the river was—here in our town? I wouldn't mind spending the summer 
diving in rivers, digging around in the mud, smiling at women with sun-
bleached hair and cut-off jeans. One woman squatted, her hands digging under 
the water. The other stood pointing at the man with the clay, her mouth open as 
if she was telling everyone to look. The two men in the shallows also looked 
towards the clay bearer with expressions of happy congratulations. One was 
shirtless and tightly muscled, the other bearded and stout. Both looked more 
tanned and healthy than I had ever been. Students in Mr. Brimmer's ceramics class 
gather clay from Norton's Creek, read the caption. 
I filled out the application form for Mr. Brimmer's class, and also for 
drawing, because I thought that was something I could manage. I was wary 
about ceramics, and I needed a little success I could count on, after the year I'd 
had. I had tried clay once, in those days at the children's studio. The teacher 
showed us how to cut slabs and press them together. I built a jewelry box for my 
mother, carved a daisy onto the lid with a metal-tipped stick. But I did something 
wrong in the construction, and the joints didn't hold. The slabs fell away from 
each other in the kiln and I ended up with six useless rectangles. 
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I am glad I remembered these incidents—the tall stools, the soda machine, 
pursuit of the river. These agonies and triumphs from my youth remind me of 
how far I've come. They might fortify me for next week, when I must see Abigail 
again. I really should let on that I know who she is, shouldn't I? Wouldn't that be 
the polite thing? Later, she will find out, and she might feel I've been dishonest. 
Worse, she might not find out, and then I will know how little I matter to 
Margaret. 
September 9 
I meant to go to the studio this morning but I've lingered over my coffee and 
now it is almost noon. Is this what happens to people when they retire? I should 
not be this lazy at 41. In fact, I hope to never be this lazy. (Can I hope not to be 
something I already am?) I suppose I am distracted by my unfinished 
reminiscence. I set out to remember Margaret, and I dredged up something else 
entirely, leaving me, as ever, longing for more of her. Was I really brave at all, if I 
never tried to change her mind? Perhaps I was wise> which is better than brave, I 
think. 
I laugh now, remembering my anxiety entering the Alk again after all those 
years. Of course, the building itself was perfectly ordinary, as institutional 
buildings go. It was quite like the high school, really, everything harder and 
larger than at home, the vast rooms with few windows, the wide sinks like in 
chemistry lab, the constant scrape of chairs and clang of metal doors closing. A 
new, ordinary soda machine stood in the lobby. The stairwell was dim, in an 
ordinary way. 
The drawing teacher made us use only grey pencil that first day. As I sat 
sketching my bland grey still life, I found myself almost disappointed by the 
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harmlessness of the real-life Alk. I'd hoped it would move me as powerfully as it 
used to, now that I felt old enough to face it. 
The damp, silty air of the ceramics studio promised more. I came in from 
the hot June afternoon, where the sun needled my reddening skin, and suddenly 
everything pressed the other way, from the inside of me out into the cool air. The 
only warmth around me came from me, proved that I was alive. 
The clay was stored in barrels, filled near brimming with water, so each 
class began with a rolling up of sleeves and a plunge into welcome coolness. My 
arms were washed clean at the same time my fingers worked into the slippery 
mass of clay. I discovered, of course, there was nothing obscure about 
constructing a slab box—I had merely been too young before. My first efforts as a 
teenager were much better. They sagged a little, but I had a good eye for 
symmetry—even I could tell. 
When I put my first cup on the drying rack, I noticed the row of glazes in 
stout plastic jars. Venetian Blue, a label read, although the dried streaks around 
the mouth of the jar were a flat grey, almost the color of the clay itself. Magenta, 
the next jar read, though it too appeared grey. I looked down the rows and found 
them all the same, dull earth tones claiming secret, variegated brilliance. 
It was several weeks before I held proof of their claims in my hands. First, 
my cup had to air-dry. Then Mr. Brimmer fired it at low temperature. It came 
back to me hard and slightly smaller, but in a delicate, not dwarfish way. The lip 
had become thin enough to make me cautious as I dipped it in Venetian Blue, 
then brushed the edge with Black. 
Every day I wondered what the cup would look like after firing. On the day 
my drawing class met, I couldn't stand the curiosity and went down to see. I 
searched the shelves of finished pieces but found only other students' bowls and 
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pots and lids. My cup was on the drying rack where I'd left it, crowded to the 
back. It seemed even drabber than when I'd brushed the glaze on, as if the warm 
air on the rack had sucked the faint tint out of the grey. I worried that I'd been 
forgotten, or that my piece had been deemed imworthy of firing. How would I 
respond when Mr. Brimmer came to me and said, "I'm sorry, you'll have to try 
again"? I braced myself for that question over the following days. This is the 
demon that lives in the basement, I decided, this critical, judging force. I began to 
formulate sweeping, populist manifestoes on the purpose of art: art for everyone, 
even the untalented. 
When I drove to the Alk on ceramics day, I felt the same apprehension that 
dogged me in childhood: This place might defeat me. I expected a funereal hush in 
the studio, but I found instead the same humming and pounding, the kneading 
arms and spinning wheels, and on the rack with all the other finished work, my 
cup—blue, translucent, and wonderful. 
We never did dive for clay that summer, but I was hooked. Mr. Brimmer 
shook my hand the last day of class and said he hoped I'd be back. I will, I told 
him. 
I suffered terrible melancholy about going back to school, the return to 
textbooks, to long days indoors, to subjects I couldn't seem to stay interested in. I 
had nothing in the next nine months to look forward to. When my schedule 
arrived in the mail a few days before school started, the list of subjects depressed 
me anew. Physics, history, French... there was no room for art, because in spite 
of the previous year's grades, I stuck to the plan my counselor had given me/the 
plan for students who wanted to go to picky colleges. I looked at the list again 
and wondered if there wasn't some other way. I leafed through my notebooks till 
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I found the course bulletin—a typed list of course titles, instructors, and times, 
nothing like the Alk catalog. I had only my imagination to rely on. 
I put a star by a class called Multimedia, because I knew that was what the 
serious artists took. My friend Jim's sister had taken it. I'd seen her room once, 
and it was littered with collages, paintings, and drawings almost scientific in 
their precision. The class, however, lasted two hours. When Jim's sister had taken 
it, she'd skipped lunch, and I figured I'd have to do the same myself. The length 
of the class polarized the students who took it—the average students wanted to 
go to college, but not at the expense of their free hour. That left a small group of 
ambitious, disciplined ones like Jim's sister, and the students who'd already 
given up on college, the hippies and pot smokers, the ones looking for an easy 
grade and unlimited cigarette breaks. I tried to picture myself joining such a 
class, poised between the hungry overachievers and the coasting delinquents. If 
I'd known even one person in Multimedia I might have signed up right then, but 
Jim's sister had graduated and my friends were still the same guys I'd known 
since grade school. I had already become distanced from them during my 
summer of early work hours and art classes, and right then, facing a lonely year, 
I didn't want to increase that distance. 
While my French teacher, Mrs. Perrin, took roll the first day of school, I 
convinced myself that French was just as useful as art, that many great artists 
had been French and I should study their letters and journals, or travel to where 
they'd worked. By the time Mrs. Perrin put away her roll sheet, I'd made all sorts 
of resolutions about how often and hard I would study. I would have to, because 
Mrs. Perrin spoke only French to her students, and she never wasted a moment. 
"What did you do this summer?" she asked a student in the front row. He 
fumbled an answer. She strolled the aisles, asking questions of increasing 
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complexity. Soon I lost all track of the conversation. I smiled slightly and tilted 
my head, trying to look alert and comprehending, but not so eager that she'd call 
on me. Which, of course, she did anyway. I did not understand the question she 
posed to me, only the French pronunciation of my name, Jhay, tacked onto the 
end and emphasized by her turning on her heel and looking directly at me. I 
knew my half-smile must look ridiculous and false, but I felt unable to change 
my expression, had no idea what kind of expression would be appropriate. 
Finally, I shrugged. Mrs. Perrin said something else I did not understand, 
and the class burst into laughter. I realized then, in that sea of inexplicable noise, 
that I was already an outsider, and quickly becoming a failure. Art class would 
be a refuge, not an embarrassment. 
I am making it sound as if I ran to art out of desperation, as if there was no 
bravery in this at all. But of all the moments of my life, there are none I am more 
proud of than these. I took out my class bulletin and looked up Multimedia 
again. There was a blot where the star used to be, and the whole entry was 
circled in black pen. Gary Stewart, room A15. Many things might have prevented 
my going: it was my free hour. I was hungry. Class had already been in session 
for an hour, and they would already have established themselves—roll would be 
taken, introductions made, projects begun. Gary Stewart might not welcome me, 
might see my interruption as a nuisance or a sign of flakiness. I was willing to 
take all that on—to prove myself, to accept everyone's curious stares, to wedge 
myself in to their closing ranks if thaf s what it took. 
Room A15 was in near darkness, students bent over large pads of paper, 
surrounding a spot-lit bicycle. They were silent, not even whispering to one 
another. A grey-haired man sat writing at a desk. He was older than I expected, 
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and imposingly formal in a pressed white shirt. I felt intimidation wash over me, 
and on its heels, a surge of resistance. This was too important. 
"Mr. Stewart?" I said. 
"Yes?" he said, still writing. 
"I was wondering if I could join this class." 
"Shouldn't you be asking your counselor that?" 
"Yes, but I didn't want to miss any more of class." 
"Not a bad answer," Mr. Stewart said, finally looking up at me. Then he 
looked back at his desk, as if he didn't want me to see him pleased. Indeed, it 
would be a long time before I sensed anything like approval from him again. 
"Paper's over there," he said, jerking his chin towards the back of the room. 
"Pencils too, but you'll need to get your own by next week. Here's a list of the 
supplies you'll need." He took a piece of paper from beneath his grade book and 
slapped it on the desk in front of me. "If you can't afford 'em, go to Woodward 
Supply and give my name. They'll let you work for 'em." Mr. Stewart went back 
to writing in his grade book. 
I was so anxious about catching up that I didn't even survey the other 
students to see if I recognized anyone. I could hardly see their faces, anyway, 
bent down and masked with shadows. I did sense the quick movements of their 
pencils, the soft scraping sounds, frustrated rub of erasers. Their hushed activity 
increased my anxiety. 
Later, Mr. Stewart walked around our circle and looked over each studenf s 
shoulder. "Is this all you've done?" he asked when he got to me. "Start with the 
big lines. You'll never finish if you try to work corner to corner." 
I turned my head to remind him that I'd missed half the class, and couldn't 
possibly have drawn much more, but he had already moved on. I looked back at 
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my drawing and realized with shame that his comment wasn't about how much 
I'd drawn, but with how I was drawing it. I was trying to do everything at once, 
details and major shapes. But I couldn't zoom in and out like that without losing 
sense of the proportions. In my drawing/one handlebar was larger than the 
other, and they both seemed to fold inward, towards the seat I hadn't even 
sketched in yet. 
It was not until after Mr. Stewarf s comment, after the dip in my spirits his 
criticism caused, after I'd decided I could do this, and resolved that I would, after 
a moment's hesitation and the first heavy line across the center of my page and 
the release it brought—after all that, that I noticed a calm place in the room. A 
girl across the circle from me drew in unhurried, deliberate strokes. She raised 
and lowered her head in easy rhythm, never scribbling, never erasing. The 
spotlight illuminated the edge of her drawing pad and the knees of her linen 
pants, and once, when she reached to the top of her drawing, her long, thin 
fingers. Although her face was also long, and her jaw uneven, in the dim light I 
found her stunning. I tried to forget about catching up to the rest of the class, to 
draw as thoughtfully as that woman did. It seemed, suddenly, the only way to 
proceed. 
How many years ago is it, now, that first time I felt Margaret's influence? I 
was sixteen then. Now I am forty-one. For well over half my life I have carried 
the image of Margaret at work. Throughout the years at my wheel, I have often 
felt for myself the calm, the certainty, that she embodied. But even now that the 
calm is part of me, her image still unsettles me. What more do I want from it? 
What is it I'm still longing for? 
CHAPTER 2 
It took more courage to go to art class the next day, after I'd seen Margaret, than 
the first day, when I hadn't known what to expect. Every day it took all I had, 
and yet I couldn't have done anything else. I was brave and entirely submissive 
at once. 
Being in a strange place, room A15, a place I hadn't counted on being, went 
to my head, made me do things I wouldn't ordinarily have done. Things like, on 
that second day, sitting right down on the stool next to her, as if I had every right 
in the world to be there. She was flipping through a sketchbook, frowning at 
certain pages. Her drawings were good—lines were strong, not overly 
meticulous, and certain proportions were exaggerated. The pictures excited and 
relieved me. Excited because they were different than I had imagined the day 
before, when I'd thought and wondered about her often. Relieved because after 
thinking so much about Margaret, about her certainty and her long serious face, I 
decided already that I admired her. If she had turned out to be unworthy of my 
admiration, I'd have been ashamed. 
In profile, I noticed that her chin sloped back towards her neck, and the hair 
around her face, the strands tucked under a headband, had a dark sheen, as if 
they needed to be washed. She wore a lapelled jacket, mustard yellow, 
lightweight and fashionably cut, with an ink stain seeped into the cuff. She 
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looked as if school had caught her off-guard that morning, as if she'd decided to 
throw on some clothes and drop by even though she had more important things 
to do. 
I would ask her about yesterday, I decided, but how should I say it? I 
wanted to put the right amount of concern in my voice, to seem interested in 
class, not her, or not primarily her, and also not too interested in class, not like the 
kind of person who gets nervous and flustered when they miss something. To 
sound like the kind of guy who can cope. 
"Did I miss anything yesterday?" I asked her. It sounded all right. 
"We drew a bicycle," she said. 
"I was there for that part. I missed the first hour," I said, disappointed that 
she hadn't noticed my late arrival. 
"He gave his usual talk. You know: don't be late, don't skip class. The way 
he always is at the beginning of a semester." 
"I've never had Mr. Stewart before." 
"Really? Stew's all right, underneath it all. Just don't get on his bad side the 
first few weeks, and you'll be fine." 
She started to dig in her book bag. There was something about the way she 
rummaged that struck me as much as the way she worked. She moved without 
elaboration, without flourishes or hesitation. You might have said she looked 
efficient, but the word is too mechanical—there was a graceful arc to her neck 
and arms, an ease to her movements that made their simplicity beautiful. I 
started to feel lightheaded. 
Other students came in, and the seats at our table filled up. Margaret pulled 
an apple out of her bag and bit into it. The girl on the other side of me, sharing 
the table corner, said "Hey, Margaret, how was camp?" 
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Margaret laughed and said, "Somebody set the weaving room on fire! You 
should have gone this year, Lisa." 
That was the first time I heard Margaref s name. I didn't think she looked 
like a Margaret. The name seemed too old-fashioned, too lace-and-crumpets. 
There was something alarmingly direct about this Margaret, with her efficient 
movements and casual nicknames for teachers. I almost expected to hear a 
different name when Mr. Stewart—Stew—called roll, but then, too, she 
responded to Margaret. 
Mr. Stewart stood in the middle of the room, where the bicycle had been. "A 
good drawing always has solid black in it," he said. "And pure white. But you 
guys seem to prefer gray. I'm going to let you get all that gray out of your 
systems today, so I never have to see it again." He held up a page of medium 
gray and said, "This is number 5. Memorize it. Then draw it. Cover a full page 
with number 5 gray." 
Everyone opened their sketchbooks and started shading. I looked at 
Margaret's page, and at Lisa's. Margaret wore the focused, intent expression 
she'd had the day before. 
"Did I hear him right?" I asked Lisa. "We're filling a whole page with 
grey?" 
"Yep," she said. Then she added in a whisper, "I know—he's nuts." She 
stopped shading. "Shit, if s too dark," she said, and flipped to a clean page. 
Mr. Stewart placed an object on each table. Ours got a toy truck. We were to 
draw the truck over and over, in various ranges of gray. 
Drawing that way was much harder than I thought. I'd never chosen colors 
or shades beforehand, I just drew what came to me. When I focused all my 
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attention, I did OK, but the shades drifted out of range when I eavesdropped on 
Margaret and Lisa, which I couldn't seem to stop myself from doing. 
They knew the same people from summer camp. Each one had a nickname, 
which Margaret used when the person did something charming or ridiculous. 
Typical Anners, don't you think? she said, and So I said, Danny-boy, really, hasn't this 
gone far enough? Lisa hadn't gone that year; she'd gone driving around out west 
with her cousins. She wanted to show Margaret the pictures from her trip after 
school. 
"I can't," said Margaret. "I have to pick up my brothers." 
"Oh, that again," said Lisa. "I suppose you're stuck with them Saturday, 
too?" 
"Even worse, I have to help out my dad." 
"What do you mean?" 
"He's having an open house at one of his apartment buildings. He puts me 
in the office as a sort of secretary, to keep all the applications straight and make 
him look like a friendly, family business." 
"Why doesn't he get your mom to do it?" 
"He tried that once. She followed him around as he gave tours and said 
things like, 'Boy, that plasterer did a good job. You can hardly tell the pipes leak 
in here.'" 
"No way." 
"Well, thaf s what my dad said. Who knows, with the two of them." 
"Even if he's lying, I can see your dad's point. I mean, I wouldn't want your 
mom for a landlady." 
"Yeah, she'd come by to pick up your rent and end up rearranging your 
furniture and lecturing you about the dangers of voting liberal." 
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"Not even that. She can scare me just by standing there, towering over me 
in those high heels and sprayed hair.. .Margaret, really, you have to come over 
more this year. Stop letting your parents use up all your free time." 
"Yeah," said Margaret. "That'll be the day." 
There was a tense set to Margaret's jaw that hadn't been there earlier. In 
spite of everything she'd said, I envied the drama of her family, and the 
sophisticated, ironic way she spoke of them. My own parents seemed bland, 
almost invisible in comparison. My father rarely talked about his work; he 
certainly would never involve me in it or rely on me for help. If I'd had siblings, I 
doubt my mother would have asked me to look after them often. It would be her 
sphere, and she'd insist on it. Their work was their own, and so was their 
relationship. When they fought, it was furtive, muffled, shielded from me. 
Margaret's life seemed marvelous, saturated. I did not sit next to her the 
next day, much as I wanted to. I knew I needed to settle in, grow used to the new 
way I was trying to act, because she would not be easily fooled. I wanted to 
befriend everyone I could, to earn my right to sit beside her, to do so without this 
desperate feeling I felt welling up each time I saw her. 
I'm not sure what prompted me to hope she would befriend me, because 
she never sought me out. But I noticed that she never sought anyone out. People 
came to her. She was always there early, sketching or looking through her 
notebooks, a piece of fruit or a carrot stick in her free hand. She didn't seem to 
mind being interrupted, but if no one spoke to her, she didn't seem to mind 
being left out, either. Often she sat quietly working while others bantered around 
her. You thought she was not even listening, but every so often she broke in with 
the perfect, trenchant remark, setting off the kind of laughter that made Mr. 
Stewart look up from his desk. 
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I was careful about disrupting her when she was working, but I tried to 
exchange words with her whenever possible, any words, the simplest questions. 
I sought transitions, when we walked our dirty brushes to the sink or pinned our 
work on the wall for critique. Once or twice a week I let myself sit at her table, 
sometimes across from her, sometimes at the same corner. If I felt bold, I talked 
to her, and she usually answered in a friendly enough way, but sometimes she 
would seem not to hear, and look up a few seconds later, saying, "I'm sorry, 
what did you say?" 
I spent long spans of time convincing myself that she was just an ordinary 
classmate, an acquaintance, but then she would do or say something that made 
my heart go into a freefall of exhilaration and hopelessness. One day she said to 
me, "Pass me the scissors, Jaybo." I soared and dived for weeks on that name. 
Soared when I thought about being a step closer, a member of a smaller group, 
advanced from classmate to classmate-who's-been-nicknamed. Dived when I 
admitted she hadn't thought about the name at all—it was just her way of 
speaking. I waited for her to call me Jaybo again, to prove it was a label stuck to 
me, something she remembered from day to day, not just the impulse of a 
moment. She never said it again, and after a few weeks I stopped hoping. 
I lie. I am still hoping for that nickname. 
Mr. Stewarf s strict and complicated assignments forced all of us to work 
together as we never had in the school at large. We shared supplies and 
commented on each other's work. Once we drew each other's names from a jar 
and had to imitate that person's style. I drew Mark, a gruff, heavy-set smoker 
who carried his motorcycle helmet everywhere because it didn't fit in his locker. 
When drawing, he tended towards stylized machinery, motorcycles in particular, 
but given paints he'd fling colors with a spoon, splatter them from old mustard 
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bottles, smear them with his callused hands. I knew I couldn't imitate his 
drawing, so I tried a splatter painting. I felt ridiculous, flinging paint, missing so 
badly that it flew right past the newspaper I'd laid on the floor. I feared Mark 
would sense how ridiculous I'd found the project and be offended by the result, a 
mess of dripping yellow and blue and black, and but he laughed and asked if he 
could keep it. 
This strange communion across social lines was not fully recognized outside 
the art wing. If two students passed in the halls, two who would not associate if 
not for art class, they might glance or nod, but they rarely said hello. The next 
time they met in class, the meeting would be forgotten. At most there might be a 
moment of uncertainty, a shrinking back, a need for the other to acknowledge 
that the rudeness was acceptable, or wasn't personal, that everything in the art 
wing remained as it had been. 
I longed to see Margaret outside the art wing, hoped she might greet me in 
the wider world. But the few times I saw her, she was talking to a teacher or 
librarian, or walking far ahead of me in the parking lot. Busy, always busy. I 
wanted to make her pause, to create a blank space, a need in her. 
I became gloomy as winter dragged on and Margaret remained distant. Late 
in March, the snow still lay deep, and I trudged through it thinking that the year 
had been another failure. But in my moping I remembered how I hadn't wanted 
to go to school at all that year. I'd forgotten about my despair at the end of the 
previous summer, my embarrassment in French, everything that happened 
before I walked into Room A15. The year couldn't be a failure if it was the only 
thing worth remembering. All of it—art, Margaret, everything new about me— 
had to continue. 
Spring came and I felt hopeful again. 
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The days grew hotter and exams more crushing. Students, teachers, 
administrators—everyone was restless and testy. Teachers gave detention for the 
smallest infractions. Fights broke out in the cafeteria. The principal caught a 
student tossing his cigarette butt on the front steps and made him sweep the 
steps, the courtyard, all the concrete around the building. We saw him working 
as we left school and knew it could easily have been us. 
I didn't mind all the tension because it was material, something I could use 
to make small talk with Margaret. It was almost the end of school and I felt 
reckless. I wanted to do something, change something, force the step that would 
make Margaret and me friends, someone I could call up, maybe go places with 
over the summer. I looked for her one day, but she wasn't in her usual place. She 
didn't come until the bell rang. For a week she arrived at the last moment and 
left early, after a whispered conference with Mr. Stewart. I was already be seated 
when she came in, and she never chose to join my table. 
I was in the grimmest of moods on the last day of school, sure that I would 
never speak to her again. I would chase her down the hall after class if I thought 
it would help, but I knew she would elude me. I was pondering how far I would 
go for her when she sat down beside me. 
"So, Jay, what are you doing this summer?" she asked. 
I was too stunned to answer right away. I watched her bite into a pear, then 
push her book bag towards the center of the table and lean forward on her 
elbows. Her hair was tied at the nape of her neck and slung forward over the 
opposite shoulder, exposing the long curve of her neck. 
"Look for a job, I guess," I managed to say. "Take some classes at the Alk. 
What are you doing?" 
"I usually go to camp up north." 
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"Usually?" 
"I mean, I'm supposed to go again this year, but my dad lost a bunch of 
money and is making noise about how expensive it is. I'm trying to get a 
scholarship, but I don't really deserve one. He's got the money, he's just mad and 
feeling stingy. My mom's working on him. I think if she annoys him enough, 
he'll shell out just to shut her up." 
I was, always, mildly shocked at her frankness, bringing up the impolite 
subject of money, exposing what my own parents would consider family secrets. 
But I was pleased that this time, her frankness was directed at me. 
"Thaf s nice of her to go to bat for you," I said. 
"Naw, she does it because I annoy her and she wants me out of the house for 
a few months." 
"How could you ever annoy anyone?" I blushed immediately at my 
question. 
She laughed ruefully. "You know...family. Can't live with 'em, can't shoot 
'em." She looked around the room. "Say, where's Stew today? He can't be late on 
the last day." 
"He's probably out buying us doughnuts and coffee." 
Margaret laughed again, in a more relaxed way. I'd never made her laugh 
before, not on purpose. "That'll be the day," she said. She continued to look 
around the room, as if Mr. Stewart might have left a note somewhere. 
"So what are you going to do if you can't go to camp?" I asked. 
"I don't know. Run away. Maybe see you down at the Alk." 
Yes, god, please. 
Mr. Stewart strode in. He stopped in front of the blank wall and rested his 
hands on his hips. "Where are your projects?" he asked, and we all went to pin 
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them up. Margaret moved away from me in the swirl of people, but my heart 
was light and full of hope. 
A week after school let out, my mother and I talked about colleges. I was 
working for Mr. Ambrose again, and had just come home, sweaty and prickly 
from the sun. We sat on the back patio. My report card was a weightless half-
sheet in my mother's lap. My deepening tan made me feel re-clothed, protected. 
My mother thought I still might be able to get into the University of Michigan. 
They considered other things besides academics, she said. I told her I wanted to 
go to art school. She sighed as if she'd expected me to say that. It would limit me, 
she said. Did I really want to do nothing else for the rest of my life? Did I want to 
struggle and be poor? Yes, I said, though her questions did shake my confidence. 
I knew I needed conviction to sway her. If s your decision, she said. I hope you'll 
consider what I said. 
All summer at the Alk I hoped for Margaret, but she didn't come. I looked 
for evidence of her in the artwork lining the hallways, thinking maybe she came 
on different days, but there was no sign of her determined lines and eccentric 
colors. 
Mr. Ambrose let me take on harder tasks, digging and landscaping. He 
didn't want to give me the digging at first, considering me too scrawny, but I 
talked him into a trial run and proved I could manage. I liked getting down into 
the earth. The grit and smell reminded me of the ceramics studio. And, I grew 
stronger. I felt my muscles ache and toughen. I wished Margaret were there to 
see them. 
Summer suspended itself over the wait for her, the daily inspection of my 
thickening shoulders, the car I bought and hoped to park next to hers, as if by 
chance. Oh, hi, Margaret. I'd say. Nice day, huh? The car was second-hand, a 
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sagging compact, the floor mats worn through to metal, but the previous owner 
had painted it an emerald green I thought she would like. 
Other women noticed my new body and my car. I guess you could say I had 
my first girlfriend that summer, a soft-spoken girl, blond and pretty, who 
accepted rides home from the Alk. Her prettiness pleased me, though the effect 
was stronger in public. Sometimes when I imagined Margaret seeing us together, 
I'd puff with pride: Look who's interested in me, Margaret. Other times I felt 
ashamed, sure that Margaret would see through me instantly, understand that I 
was using the girl and find me heartless and despicable. The girl knew 
something was wrong when August wore on and I never talked about what we'd 
do when school started again. Her mother picked her up on the last day of class. 
They drove away before I could get to the curb. I'd been rehearsing various 
break-up speeches in my head, and even though the thought of delivering such a 
speech scared me, I was bitter that I never had to. It would have been a 
milestone. I felt ready for emotional challenges, at least practice challenges, out in 
the world, away from school and Margaret. 
Still, things ended up all right. I went back to school feeling like a 
heartbreaker, a bad boy Margaret might want to tame. By then, I was ashamed 
I'd ever hoped for her to show up at the Alk, because it meant wishing bad luck 
on her, family conflict and defeat. It was her toughness and independence I 
admired, so why would I want to see her defeated? I betrayed the whole idea of 
her when I imagined her home, subdued, restrained. 
I imagined that, through this insight, I'd come to understand Margaret in 
the way she deserved to be understood, and that she would sense this 
understanding and befriend me. But Margaret, oh Margaret. Intent on her work 
as she always was. She spoke to me occasionally, when the mood struck her, but 
more often she ate her lunch and worked. For the first time, I believed I disliked 
her. Her self-absorption bordered on arrogance, I decided; her lack of concern for 
people around her was malicious. If you were drowning, she wouldn't think to 
save you. 
I tried giving her a taste of her own medicine. I avoided her table, and when 
she asked me questions I feigned concentration so that she had to ask again. 
Earth tojaybo, I hoped she'd say. She didn't. 
CHAPTER 3 
I was still feigning indifference in January, when the ice storm hit. Saturday 
night, I fell asleep to the sound of dripping rain. I awoke to a frozen world, 
glistening and silver. Deep inside the ice waited the black forms of things— 
branches, power lines, rooftops. I roamed the neighborhoods that day, taking 
photographs, comparing the landscape to my shielded, frozen heart. How very 
fraught I was! I'm glad I no longer have those photographs. 
The next day, Margaret came to class late and unusually talkative. "I 
thought I'd never get here," she said, swinging onto a stool at my table. I was 
instantly alert and nervous. I hadn't sat near her in a month or more. 
"Yeah, where were you this morning?" asked Eric. 
"I was waiting for my mother," said Margaret. "She smashed her car 
yesterday and decided she absolutely had to have one today. Meaning, she had to 
have mine. She promised she'd get up and take me to school, but of course she 
overslept, and then she felt an ache in her neck and worried it was delayed-onset 
whiplash or something, so she spent an hour on the phone trying to get a doctor 
to see her right away. She's big on planning things right away. Meanwhile I'm 
sticking notes in her face saying MOM — MUST ATTEND SCHOOL. BIG 
HISTORY TEST. And she's just waving them away." 
"We didn't have a test today," said Eric. 
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"I know. I made that up. Otherwise she'd have kept me home all day." 
Lisa laughed. "You've got a problem with that?" 
"It would be great if she'd leave me alone, but every ten minutes she calls 
out OK, I'm ready now, so I put my coat on and wait in the hall, only to find out 
she's decided to re-set her hair or something. She's unbelievable. I would rather 
take a history test, frankly." 
"Your mom's a riot," said Lisa. "Why was she driving yesterday, anyway? 
The roads were impossible." 
"I know. But get this—she decided we need to go to church more often. She 
thinks it will cheer my father up. I told her, 'Mom, he got cheated on a business 
deal. He should be going to court, not church.' Boy, did that get her going. She 
grabbed my ear and dragged me upstairs to change my clothes." 
"So you had to go, too?" 
"I told her I wouldn't, but you know how she is, once she gets an idea. I 
decided this was one of those times when it wasn't worth arguing." 
I'd never heard Margaret so worked up. She'd lost the detached, ironic tone 
she normally used wThen she talked about her family. Somehow, this day had 
gotten the heart of her and proved she was not as self-contained as I imagined. 
"Jeez," said Lisa. "Your mom's getting worse every year." 
"I know," said Margaret. "She's a terrible driver, too. She's probably 
smashing up my car right now. I even told her not to pick me up today, the ride 
here was so frightening. Can you drop me off, Lise?" 
"I got a ride with John," said Lisa. 
"I can take you," I said. 
"You have a car?" she said. 
"Yeah." 
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"OK. Thanks." 
What a marvelous thing, I thought, the word OK. 
"Meet me by the west door?" I said. 
"AH right." 
Margaret was waiting, a grey knit cap pulled over her ears, a canvas as tall 
as her hip resting on the toe of her boot. The painted side faced in, showing 
wooden slats and nail heads, but I knew it must be the interior scene she'd 
brought to class a few weeks before, a crowded living room painted in warm 
oranges and yellows with a blur of young boys wrestling in the corner. Living 
Room with Brothers, she called it. At the corner opposite the tangle of brothers was 
a picture window, through which you could see the cooler tones of sky and 
leaves. I liked the painting a lot, as I did all of Margaret's work. My favorite thing 
about it was that instead of light streaming in through the window, the orange 
seemed to seep out, as if the forces inside the house were stronger than the sun. 
"Do you have room for this?" she asked, tilting the canvas. 
"Sure." 
"Good. I want to take it home today, in case my mother really did smash 
my car. I might be riding the bus for a while." 
"Oh, we'll take care of you." I couldn't say I will take care of you, but I 
wondered if she knew that's what I meant. 
An inch of snow had fallen that afternoon, obscuring the ice. The outlines of 
trees and buildings had softened, but underneath, everything was just as 
slippery. We walked slowly, putting our feet down flat. The air was cold. A 
breeze blew crosswise, and my eyes teared up. Margaret balanced the painting 
on her head. I felt strange walking with Margaret, stranger than I usually felt 
being near her. I'd spent so long trying to pretend I didn't care that I'd lost track 
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of how I really wanted to behave towards her. I feared I would overcompensate 
for my recent coolness and let my admiration pour out in inappropriate ways. I 
also feared that if I tried to buckle that admiration down, I'd fall back into my 
pretense of indifference. I tried to imagine she was a friend, maybe Jim, or a 
cousin, someone I didn't see often but could joke with. 
She ran her mitten over the emerald green trunk of my car as I unlocked the 
door. "Interesting color," she said. "Did you paint this yourself?" 
"No, it came this way." 
She handed me the canvas. Settling it on the back seat, I asked, "Did you 
paint this yourself?" 
She flicked snow at me from the roof of the car. Some landed on the back of 
my neck and slithered down inside my shirt when I straightened, sending a chill 
from the small of my back out through my limbs. She stepped past me and got in 
the front seat. "If I'd known you were such a smart-aleck, I would have gone 
home with Mom," she said. 
"I'm a much better driver," I said. I drove slowly to prove it, and to keep 
her with me as long as possible. The snow melted against my back, damp proof 
that my new joking manner was working. 
"It's out by the cider mill," she said. "You know the cider mill?" 
"Yeah, sure. We used to go there when I was little." 
"I wish it was open now. I could use some hot cider," she said. She sat with 
her knees pressed together, rubbing them with her hands. 
"That sounds good," I said. 
"They grow the best apples there, too." 
"What is it with you and apples?" I was pleased to have found something 
else to kid her about so soon. 
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"What do you mean?" she said. 
"I don't know. You just seem to eat a lot of them." 
"So?" 
"I'm sorry," I said. "Just trying to make conversation." I forced a grin, but I 
was dismayed by how quickly my teasing had gone awry, and embarrassed that 
I had to plan my approach at all, that I couldn't just say whatever I felt, like other 
people seemed to do. 
I thought Margaret was going to fall into one of her long silences, but after a 
moment, she said, "It's funny, I didn't used to like them much, but I'm too lazy 
to make a sandwich in the morning, so I end up eating fruit instead." 
The image of Margaret in the morning—rumpled, uncombed, lazily 
selecting her lunch—seemed freshly intimate, a kind and precious offering. 
"Really?" I said. "My mother still packs lunch for me. She says I don't wrap 
things tight enough when I put them back in the fridge. She complains about the 
cheese getting dried out, says she'd rather do it herself." I knew there was 
something silly about what I was saying, but I hoped she could see other things 
in it too: that I wanted to divulge something, anything, to her, to meet her 
intimacy with my own, to hint at the battles in my own family, mundane as they 
seemed. 
"You do that on purpose, don't you?" she said. 
"Do what?" 
"Leave the cheese unwrapped. So your mom has to do all the work." 
I didn't do it on purpose, but it seemed more clever to say I did. 
"Maybe," I said, trying to sound crafty. 
"My mom pulls that sort of trick all the time. Doing things badly so I have 
to take care of it. I hate that." 
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Another wrong move. I couldn't seem to drive half a mile without making 
one. "I don't really do it on purpose," I said. I looked over to see if she was truly 
annoyed, but her face was neutral. 
"So you're just a slob, then?" she asked. Her voice was deadpan, but when I 
glanced again, she seemed to be suppressing a smile. Was she teasing me back? 
She made everything impossible to interpret. When other girls had been 
interested in me—well, there'd only been two, but still, both of them had done 
the same thing, had cast shy, repeated glances my way. But Margaret only 
looked at me when I spoke to her. Her looks were purely functional. I couldn't 
tell if there was anything more. 
I fiddled with the levers that controlled the heat and defroster, pretended 
my attention was absorbed so I wouldn't have to respond. 
"Go left here," she said. I turned onto a street lined with elegant colonials. 
The trees loomed tall—an older neighborhood, settled, classic. I was pleased to 
finally see where she lived, but bothered that our ride was ending with my foot, 
perhaps, still in my mouth. "It's the white house just around the curve," she said. 
I turned into the curve, I'm sure I did, but the car kept going straight. I 
swung the steering wheel the other way, pumped the brake, but nothing 
changed. The car glided off the street and stopped with its nose down in a ditch, 
the rear wheels up on the shoulder. 
I didn't want to look at her, afraid I'd see annoyance or disgust on her face, 
but I had to do something, so I turned. She was staring out the windshield with 
the unconcerned expression she wore so often, the one I admired in class that 
made her seem above us all. Then she turned and smiled, and raised her 
eyebrows. 
"Oops," she said lightly. 
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"Sorry about that. I'll walk you home." I got out and took her painting from 
the back. I couldn't grip it well with gloves on, so I took them off and tucked my 
fingers under the crossbeam. I liked holding something she had held. I wondered 
if her hand had been tucked into the same gap. We crossed the pavement 
gingerly. Maybe this was a good thing after all, I realized—I would see her 
house, the subject of her painting in real life. 
"If s a good thing you're a better driver than my mother," Margaret said. 
She gave me a sly smile, then slipped away and down, her arms flinging back, 
landing hard. 
She could hardly stand again, laughing at every little slip. I balanced her 
painting on my head, as she had done, and offered my free hand, but she didn't 
reach for it. 
"Just keep my painting dry, thaf s all I ask." 
I didn't even mind that she refused my hand, because we were laughing, 
and I was carrying her painting, and everything seemed hopeful again. 
We tottered down the street and across her yard, glad to reach the rocksalt 
on her sidewalk. "I think we have a shovel in the garage," she said. 
"You think?" 
"Who knows? No one does any work around this house anymore. Some kid 
down the street shovels for us. Some other kid mows the lawn." 
She unlocked the front door. The warm air in the foyer made me feel dry, 
papery. The colors inside were not what I expected. The foyer had a slate floor, 
white walls, and gold fixtures. I could see into the living room, and although the 
shapes were similar to Margaret's painting, the colors were heavy, mahogany 
and dark red. I held the painting up and compared it to the real thing. 
"All we need is your brothers," I said. 
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"They'll be home soon enough," she said. "Poor things. They're expecting 
me to pick them up after school, but my mother's doing it. I don't think they'll be 
happy about that, after yesterday's smash-up." 
I followed her into a cluttered kitchen. Dishes and papers were stacked on 
the countertops. The table held piles of magazines and brochures. "You want 
something to drink?" she asked. "I need to warm up." 
"Sure," I said. 
She put a kettle on. "Tea, hot chocolate?" she asked. 
"Whatever you're having." There was a counter between us, and no good 
reason for me to go past it, as much as I wanted to, so I sat at the table. I could see 
into the foyer, with the staircase and front door. I hoped Margaref s infamous 
mother would come home before I left, and the brothers she seemed so close to, 
but not before I had a chance to talk more with Margaret alone, and make up for 
my mistakes in the car, maybe say something clever and memorable. 
A man in a business shirt, unbuttoned at the neck, burst into the kitchen. 
"Oh," he said when he saw me. "Hi." Then, turning to Margaret, he said, "I 
thought you were your mother." 
"No, if s me. And this is Jay. He gave me a ride home." 
"Hi," Margaret's father said again. He took some envelopes off the counter 
and flipped through them. 
"Mom's getting the boys," said Margaret. "It might take a while. I think 
she's forgotten where their school is." 
"Now, Margaret..." he said, distractedly. He started back towards the foyer, 
tearing an envelope open. "I'll be in my office." 
I wanted Margaret to come sit down, but she stayed at the other end of the 
kitchen, putting dishes away. I glanced through the piles on the table. The 
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brochures were political in nature—Enemies of Democracy proclaimed one—so I 
chose a magazine. The articles were all about wine and restaurants. 
A door opened at the other end of the kitchen, and two small boys charged 
in. One ran to Margaret and hugged her leg. "Where were you?" he said. 
"Come back here and take your boots off, mister," said a tall woman in a 
long black coat—Margaref s mother. Her hair was the same chestnut color as 
Margaret's, but it had been brushed and sprayed into a crisp, immobile mass. She 
peeled scarves and mittens from her sons and herself. "Oh good, hot water," she 
said. "Make me a cup of tea, will you? I'm frozen through." Her voice was as 
loud as when she'd been commanding her son, as if everything in her life was a 
minor crisis. 
The bigger boy ran through the kitchen, stopped to stare warily at me, then 
continued out of the room. 
Margaret leaned down so the smaller boy could whisper to her. 
Then she said, "That's Jay. He goes to school with me. Why don't you go 
say hi?" I smiled at the boy and tried to look friendly, but he hid behind 
Margaret, then ran off after his brother. The kettle started to whistle, and 
Margaret turned off the heat. 
From a doorway off the foyer, Margaret's father called, "Can I see you a 
minute, Glennis?" 
Mrs. Finley went to his office, and I heard them murmuring. Their voices 
grew louder. Mrs. Finley strode back into the foyer. She studied her reflection in 
a gilt-framed mirror. "I already got three estimates/' she said. "If you're so 
concerned, why don't you deal with it?" 
I turned a page, tried to look thoughtful and detached. Margaret brought 
the tea and chose a magazine from the nearest pile. Her mother came back and 
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jerked her tea bag up and down angrily. "Your father thinks I should stop 
volunteering/' she said. Margaret read her magazine with her intent, oblivious 
gaze. "What do you think of that, Margaret?" 
Mr. Finley came into the kitchen. "I didn't say anything of the sort," he said. 
"You said I shouldn't drive so much. How am I going to recruit new 
members if I don't drive? Thaf s what we do, Frank." 
"Don't they have any desk jobs? Can't you ride with someone?" 
"I'm their best recruiter. They need me." She streamed past him and put her 
tea down on the table. Her perfume was soft and powdery, out of step with her 
strident voice, and there was too much of it. I felt slightly claustrophobic, 
engulfed by warm air and the smell of this strange brash woman, but I was also 
excited to witness Margaret's family in action, to take this step closer to her. The 
perfume was like a sorcerer's puff of smoke, marking my passage into a new 
world, Margaret's world. 
"Did you see the invitation to Betsy Clark's wedding?" Mrs. Finley asked 
her husband. 
"Yes," said Mr. Finley. "But don't try to..." 
"Wasn't it perfectly awful?" 
"Well, no, and Glennis, please..." 
"With that crooked hand-lettering, and that gothic sort of heaviness? 
Seemed a very depressing way to start a marriage, if you ask me." 
I tried not to smile. Mrs. Finley was turning out to be even more 
entertaining than I thought she'd be. I wondered if Margaret would relate this 
story to Lisa the next day at school, if I could jump in and add my own details. 
Mr. Finley said, "I'm going to call Tom and see if he can get us a deal on a 
new fender." 
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"Oh, not Tom! Anyone but Tom," said Mrs. Finley. 
"Why not Tom?" 
"I just don't want to accept favors from him. I'm always afraid he'll ask us 
to rent to that son of his." 
"Are you crazy? Tom's son couldn't afford one of our apartments." 
"That7 s my point! What if he asks us for a deal in return?" 
Margaret nudged me. It was the first time we touched. I still had my coat 
on, so I felt only a diffuse circle of pressure where her elbow pressed my arm, but 
it was a first, nonetheless, something I could build on. 
"Want to go?" she asked. 
I didn't want to go at all, but I had no good excuse not to. "Sure, just a sec," 
I said. I sipped my tea greedily, as if I was very thirsty and wouldn't have 
delayed her for any other reason. 
Mrs. Finley sat down at the table. "Margaret, are you going to introduce me 
to your friend?" she said. Turning to me, she added, "1 tried to teach her 
manners, I swear." 
"If you'd stop talking for a minute, I would," said Margaret. 
"I'm Jay," I said, and held out my hand, clumsily because the table was 
wide and I had to half-stand. After a pause just long enough to make me realize 
that a handshake wasn't called for, Mrs. Finley offered her own hand. It was 
broad and warm, carefully manicured. 
"Charmed," she said, in a gently mocking tone. "Is that your car out in the 
Henderson's ditch?" 
"Yes," I said, blushing feverishly. 
"Just be glad you were on a quiet, residential street. I slid a little yesterday, 
and some madman..." 
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"Oh, mother, please!" said Margaret. 
"He was a madman. He was going way too fast." 
"Mom, you were in his lane." 
"Oh, don't listen to her." Mrs. Finley smiled at me. "She's angry because she 
had to be seen in public wearing a dress. I know thaf s very unfashionable with 
you kids today." 
"Mom, we have to go dig Jay's car out." 
"Tell me, Jay, do you have any sisters?" said Mrs. Finley. 
I looked at Margaret. Her face was stony. Part of me wanted to do whatever 
Margaret wanted, even if it meant freeing my car and having to leave, but 
another part of me wanted to stay—and how could I not answer her mother 
without being rude? I looked back at Mrs. Finley. She was smiling expectantly. 
"No," I told her. "I'm an only child." 
"Isn't that a shame? You know, my husband's an only child, and I think 
that's why he's so easily upset by small things. He's not used to chaos. But then, 
he was also spoiled as a child. You don't seem spoiled." 
"I don't know. Maybe." I was sure I was blushing again. 
"Margaret doesn't bring friends home very often. She must be embarrassed 
by us, her crazy parents." Margaret was intent on her magazine again. 
"Oh, no, I'm sure thaf s not it," I said. "She's probably embarrassed by us, 
her, um.. .her friends." 
Mrs. Finley laughed. "Probably by both of us. We're both the type who get 
into accidents, which Margaret would never do." Margaret didn't respond. 
"Margaret, are you with us?" Mrs. Finley asked. 
"No, I'm outside digging out Jay's car," Margaret said without looking up. 
The sharpness in her voice cut through me. Guilt rushed in. I was supposed to be 
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doing her a favor, driving her home, and instead I was pinning her where she 
didn't want to be. 
"Yes, we should be going," I said to Mrs. Finley. "Nice to meet you." 
"Goodbye, Jay," she said. 
Margaret led me through the kitchen without saying anything more. We left 
the way her mother and brothers had come in, passing their pile of half-sized 
boots and their empty coats hung on pegs. 
It was chilly in the garage, but not as cold as outside. On the far side stood 
an old black convertible, hood up, engine disassembled. Parts lay in rows across 
the floor. Along the walls hung rakes, nets, skis, racquets, wooden posts, and 
what looked like an unfolded parachute. Margaret found a dented shovel behind 
the freezer. Then she took the floor mats out of the convertible. 
"Are you sure we should use those?" I asked. 
"Dad hasn't worked on this thing in ages," she said. 
We made our way slowly back to my car. Margaret didn't speak. Inside, I 
had been almost grateful for the accident, since it gave me entry to her house, but 
now her silence chastened me. I should have found some other, more dignified 
way to work myself into her life. I needed to say something to get back to where 
we were before, when we were joking, almost friends. 
"Do you want me to carry the shovel?" I asked. 
"Do I look like I can't carry a shovel?" she said. 
After a few steps I tried again. "Your mom's funny. She's like a caricature of 
herself," I said. 
"She's not a caricature," Margaret said. "She's real." 
When we got to the car, Margaret tapped the ice behind the wheels. "Huh. 
Bet we don't even need this," she said, tossing the shovel aside. She sounded 
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more relaxed, as if having a task to accomplish erased her anger, or brushed it 
temporarily out of the way. She placed her father's floor mats behind the front 
wheels, while I put mine in the back. 
"Drive or push?" she asked. 
"You, push?" I said. 
"I can push." 
"I'll do it," I said, though I found it wonderful that she suggested any other 
arrangement. I stepped to the bottom of the ditch and kicked at the ice to make a 
foothold. 
"Jay," she said. 
"What?" 
"I need the keys." 
"Oh, right." I dug in my pockets and tossed them up to her. 
She started the engine and I felt a rush of panic. I stood at the bottom of the 
ditch, caught between a slanting car and a slope of ice. If Margaret messed up, or 
if the car slid forward somehow, I'd be pinned. My knees would be crushed. I 
might never walk properly again. 
"Ready?" called Margaret. "I'm going on three. One, two..." I pushed on 
three, but the car rolled back easily on its own power. Margaret stopped it in the 
road and left the engine running while she got out and collected her mats. 
"Seems like you've done this sort of thing before/' I said. 
"Yes, you get pretty used to disasters in my house." 
"Do your parents always fight like that?" I asked. 
"Oh, that—I don't consider it a fight unless my dad slams something or my 
mother threatens to cry. But no, they're not always fighting. In fact, sometimes I 
walk in and find dad unbuttoning mom's shirt or something." She looked down, 
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as if for once she'd been too frank even for her own taste. She hugged the mats 
against her coat. 
"Um, do you want a ride back?" I asked. 
She looked back up. "I'm not getting in a car with you ever again," she said. 
"Ever?" I said. 
"Well, maybe in the spring. If if s not too muddy." 
"Promise?" I said. 
She scrunched up one side of her face, looked at me hard. "Um.. .okay," she 
said uncertainly. 
Oh, god, another misstep. I searched for something I could add to cancel 
out the stupidity, the neediness and manipulation of what I'd just said. Margaret 
was like the black forms of things inside the ice—brittle, unreachable. 
"We can go to the cider mill," I said. 
"Sure." She took two steps back, picked up the shovel. "See you," she said. 
"Yeah, see you tomorrow." Yes, tomorrow. I'd almost forgotten that we'd 
have to see each other again and again anyway, that it didn't all have to happen 
today. Maybe tomorrow she would tell Lisa and Eric about me driving her into a 
ditch, and I would laugh and make fun of myself to show how good-natured I 
was. 
Margaret lifted the shovel slightly as a goodbye, then turned. The sky 
behind her was grey, the early end of a winter afternoon. She plodded along the 
edge of the street, moving farther away from me with each careful step. I pulled 
into her neighbor's driveway to turn around. The Henderson's, wasn't that what 
Mrs. Finley said? I knew the names of Margaret7s neighbors. That was 
something. Spring, then, if it wasn't too muddy. That was only three months 
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away, or maybe four. The cider mill would be open by May, or early June. Any 
time now. We were almost there. 
CHAPTER 4 
At school, we were busy preparing our college applications. Mr. Stewart set up a 
tripod and camera in an empty office and we left class in small groups to make 
slides of our work. I went with Margaret and Lisa. The office was bare—no 
papers, no supplies, none of the mess associated with the art wing, just the 
camera and a long white table on which we laid our cardboard portfolios. The 
room seemed to lack history or function, as if no one had ever used it before and 
it was up to us to say what would happen there. 
We took Margaret's slides first. She loaded her film and showed me how to 
work the camera. Then she sorted through her work and handed pieces to Lisa, 
who clipped them to the wall. When Lisa stepped out of the way, I snapped the 
shutter. We started with pencil drawings, still-lifes Margaret had done in class 
and a pair of boots required by one of the schools. Margaret had drawn her 
brother's rain boots, at twice life-size. They ballooned over the page, their smooth 
surface broken by unclasped buckles and a pebbly tread curving up from the 
sole. The shadows were heavy, almost excessive, making the tread eerily pock­
marked, like a moonscape. The buckles were larger than seemed right, with long 
wire brackets and deeply grooved clasps. I was amazed she could make 
something that belonged to a child look so grave and complex. 
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I wished we wouldn't have to look at my own work so soon. It seemed too 
plain, too safe. I had always doubted I could get in to the same kind of schools as 
Margaret, but I'd cast a layer of hopefulness over my doubt because I couldn't 
bear to dwell on the consequences. Lining our work up for judgment as we were, 
I had to push that layer back, admit how flimsy it was. Underneath it, my doubts 
seemed solid and truthful: School would end, and Margaret would flit away. 
Looking at her work, I had to admit it was appropriate. She was talented. She 
should go. 
Lisa wasn't even applying to the same schools as we were. She wanted to 
stay in Michigan, to take advantage of in-state tuition. 
"I can't believe you're abandoning me," said Margaret. 
"Who's abandoning who?" said Lisa. 
"Artists go to New York. Thaf s what they do. You're abandoning the whole 
idea of being one." 
"Michigan's a good school," said Lisa. "And I'll have a lot more money to 
spend on supplies. I won't be worrying all the time." 
"Yeah, yeah," said Margaret. "Hold on to that, will you?" Margaret clipped 
up the first of her paintings. I liked her paintings even more than her drawings. 
Nothing was ever quite the color it was in real life, but she struck a balance 
between the colors that seemed just as true as real life, as if revealing secret 
connections between the objects. The paintings weren't standard size, so I had to 
move the camera back and forward, trying to fit them exactly. 
I'd never before seen Margaret's work isolated the way it appeared in the 
finder, just the piece framed by a white rectangle. I was used to seeing it while 
she worked in class or carried it home, her hands right there on the canvas, the 
work always in progress. Her art seemed inseperable from her person, like the 
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way she dressed and talked. Without her hands on them, the pieces seemed 
incomplete, though in a way they were more interesting, like some beautiful sea 
creature that's been ripped away from a rock for examination. I thought if I 
didn't know Margaret and I saw those paintings hung in a museum somewhere, 
I would be able to imagine backwards and come up with Margaret, the only 
person who could have created them. 
Margaret put up a portrait of her youngest brother. He was sitting at a table, 
holding a small toy truck, but not playing with it—the truck just rested in his 
hands. He gazed at something off to one side. As in the boot drawing, there was 
something serious and complex about the way he looked, which seemed to 
represent a deep and unusual respect for childhood. 
"I like that one," said Lisa. "Can I send it to Michigan and say if s mine?" 
"Send your own," said Margaret. "Your own are good." 
But they really weren't as good, I thought as we took Lisa's slides. Lisa's 
drawings were more tentative, with softer shadows. When her proportions were 
off it seemed accidental, not startling and purposeful the way Margaret7 s did. I 
knew I was being petty, but Lisa's weaknesses bolstered my fading hopes. 
Margaret was an exception, I thought, and I shouldn't compare myself to her. My 
chances were as good as anyone else's. I felt more hopeful, but also a little 
seasick, with my perception of my own work lurching up and down, outside of 
my control. I wished it would all be over, the slides mailed away to the invisible 
school judges, the pronouncements mailed back in return. I couldn't move 
forward with my life, adjust myself to either option, until I had their word. 
"Do you realize there's over 200 galleries in Manhattan?" asked Margaret. 
"Oh, leave me alone!" said Lisa. 
"I just want you with me," said Margaret. 
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"Where do you want to go, Jay?" asked Lisa. 
"I'd kind of like to go to New York, too," I said. Of course I'd go wherever 
Margaret went, if I could, even though New York made me nervous, those huge 
buildings, stories I'd heard about subway muggings and thousand-dollar rents. 
"See?" Margaret said. "Jay knows." 
I relinquished the camera to Lisa and clipped my own drawing of boots to 
the wall. I'd chosen old sheepskin boots of my mother's, even though I knew the 
textures would be difficult, the sueded skin outside, the clumped wool lining. 
After hours of meticulous smudging, I'd gotten them right, but the drawing had 
seemed too pale, so I added a black work boot, lying on its side in the 
background. This gave the drawing some contrast, but it still seemed dull, 
without the peculiar drama of Margaref s. I hoped the textures, at least, would 
show up well on the slide. 
I tried to look at my drawings the way a stranger might, the invisible 
judges. I couldn't imagine what they'd see. Maybe I was even wrong about Lisa 
and Margaret. Maybe all of us had talent, or none of us did. I felt a sudden, 
strange tenderness for both of them, a softening and expansion of my usual 
greedy interest. For a moment, all of us seemed fragile and virtuous, pooling our 
hopes together in this small white room, laying ourselves out for strangers to 
evaluate. 
We took the last slide and piled our work into portable bundles. We sent 
our applications to the judges, and then everything was out of our control. 
Margaret continued to nag Lisa over the next few months, as we waited for 
our letters. She used me as an accomplice, talking animatedly about the merits of 
various New York schools, how if we chose one school we'd be right in the heart 
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of the city, if we chose another we'd have an undeniably prestigious degree. 
Then she'd look over at Lisa with raised eyebrows, and Lisa would scowl back at 
her. She talked as if she had no doubts that we'd both get in everywhere we 
applied. I thought she might just be being polite, in my case, but for herself she 
seemed to believe it. 
Eventually Margaret and I decided—or rather, Margaret decided and I 
agreed—that Parsons was the best choice overall. I would have agreed to any 
place, not only because Margaret suggested it, but because it all seemed like a 
pretend world, not something that was really going to happen. 
"I can't wait to get there, and get away from my parents," Margaret said. 
"They're worse than ever lately." 
"Whaf s going on?" I asked. This was something I really wanted to talk 
about, something happening here and now. 
"The same old arguments, but made worse because my father has bronchitis 
or something that keeps coming back. Every time he gets sick, he sends my 
mother out to take care of the business, and she always manages to make a mess 
out of it, no matter how carefully he spells everything out. She gets her own 
ideas about how things should be done and ignores his." 
"Like what?" I asked. "What does she do?" 
"Like the other day, she went to show an electrician what they needed done 
at the building my dad just bought. It was supposed to be just repairs, stuff 
required by code, but my mother decided the light fixtures in the empty 
apartment were inadequate and she placed an order for expensive new ones. 
Then she decided to look at the fixtures in all the apartments, occupied or not, 
and of course she barged in on some poor guy getting out of the shower. The guy 
called my father to complain. He said she wouldn't leave; she insisted on looking 
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around anyway. So the poor guy's standing there in his own living room with a 
towel wrapped around him, with an electrician who's probably just as 
embarrassed as he is. All he wants to do is get dressed, but my mother's in the 
bedroom saying, 'Is there a light in this closet? Don't you want a light in here?"' 
"You must be kidding," I said. 
"I wish I was," said Margaret. "My parents argued about it for days. 'I'm 
doing them a favor/ my mother kept saying. Anyway, stuff like that happens 
every week. My father gets so annoyed he goes back to work when he's still sick, 
so of course in a few days he collapses again." 
"Jeez," I said. "That sounds awful. Sure makes me appreciate my parents." 
But it didn't, really. I desperately wanted someone crazy to tell stories about. 
Margaret didn't seem interested in any conversation that wasn't outrageous, or 
necessary, or related to art. All I had were calm, forbearing parents who 
occassionally lost each other's checkbooks or forgot to pick up milk. I longed for 
domestic convolutions, surprises, betrayals. I would have lived through any sort 
of mayhem if it would give me a tale to captivate Margaret. 
One Friday in April I received an acceptance letter from Parsons. For a day I 
was delighted and amazed. Then I started to believe it was only right, not 
amazing. The invisible judges seemed genial now, as if apologizing for all the 
fuss, admitting that they'd known all along I should be there. I thought about the 
places Margaret and I would go together, riding subways and elevators, under 
New York and above it and through its many streets. It didn't seem difficult at all 
when I pictured Margaret there. I was sure we'd grow closer, if Lisa stayed 
behind. All Margaref s energy would have to spill onto someone else, and I 
would be there, ready to receive it. 
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In class on Monday, I found Lisa and Margaret huddled close. I had 
intended to stay cool, but when I saw Margaret I felt a rush of eagerness. I went 
right up to them. 
"Did you hear from Parsons?" I asked. 
Margaret turned to me. She looked tired. "Oh, sure," she said. "I got in." 
"Great! I did too," I said. "I can't wait to go." 
"Yeah, you lucky dog," said Margaret. 
"What do you mean?" I asked. "Aren't you going?" 
"I don't know," said Margaret. "That's what I was just telling Lisa. I might 
not be going anywhere at all." 
"What?" I said. "I don't understand." 
"It's my dad," she said. "He didn't have bronchitis. Well, he did, but thaf s 
not the main thing. What he really has is cancer." 
"Good god," I said. I felt completely lost, as if I'd drifted in to some other 
life. Cancer. We were supposed to be talking about school. Was I in the right 
place? Was she...? Yes, that was Margaret alright, gazing at me with her sad 
hazel eyes. I should say something, I thought. I said, "I'm so sorry." That didn't 
seem quite enough, but I couldn't think of what to add. I couldn't believe I might 
lose Margaret this way, just when I was ready to join her in flight. I felt like an 
astronaut severed from his capsule, floating and doomed, with nothing to push 
against to return to safety. 
"So it all depends," Margaret said to Lisa. "We're waiting for the tests to 
come back." 
I tried to hold a picture of Mr. Finley in my mind, to work up the proper 
sympathy. I had only seen him that once, flipping through a pile of mail, 
bickering with Mrs. Finley. It wasn't enough. I felt sorry only for myself. 
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I wished I hadn't charged into their conversation, that I'd waited to hear 
what they were talking about. I should have noticed their serious expressions. I 
could have come up with an excuse why I had to stay home too, could have told 
them I was put on the waiting list. The eager joy that had made me blurt out my 
news now seemed childish and boastful. My punishment was that, since I'd told 
them I was going, I really had to go, with or without Margaret. All the places I'd 
been so excited to see with her, the skyscrapers and landmarks and museums, 
seemed stark and looming again. 
Margaret said, "My mother's been shouting into the phone all weekend. I 
don't even know who she's talking to—what doctor would take calls like this on 
a weekend?" 
"Emergency rooms are open on weekends," I said without thinking. 
"I think they're busy with, you know, emergencies," said Margaret. 
Yes, of course, I thought. I felt unequipped to even talk about her father. It 
was too important, took some sort of knowledge and resources I didn't have 
access to. My thoughts pulled back to a place deep inside my head, played with 
the sharp point of truth, that I might lose Margaret after all. Everything was 
backwards. I was the one flitting off, she the one staying behind. 
When I got home, the settled quiet of our house irritated me. That chronic 
quiet was what left me unprepared to deal with Margaref s news, with genuine 
crisis. I wished someone we knew would die, in an unusual or even spectacular 
way. A fire would do, even if no one died, some disaster to prove our resilience. 
My mother sat at the dining room table, sorting beads into tiny plastic 
drawers. 
"Look," she said, "I got some new ones today." She held one out to me. It 
was an oval of pink glass with air bubbles suspended inside. 
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"Fabulous, Mom," I said, handing it back. 
"Well, Gloomy, I got you a present too while I was out," she said. "But 
maybe you'll think if s dull, now that you're a fancy art school student. Maybe I 
should take it back." 
"Sorry, Mom," I said. I felt too bitter to receive a present, so I went off to my 
room before she could respond. But the present was lying on my bed—a 
portfolio, sleek blue vinyl with sturdy handles. 
My mother appeared in the doorway. "You'll need something better than 
those paper ones," she said. "Do you like it? They had other colors. I can 
exchange it." 
"No, Mom, it's nice," I said, feeling as flat and heavy as the portfolio. I 
unzipped it, looked in the pockets, as if someone might have left a drawing 
inside. The vinyl made a high whistling sound when my hand moved across it. I 
had always liked luggage, the compact bulk of it, the way it carried only the 
essential items of your life. But I'd never before had luggage built to take me 
somewhere I didn't want to go. When my mother left, I slid it under the bed so I 
wouldn't have to look at it. 
Part of Mr. Finley's lung was removed in May, and then he started radiation 
treatments. Margaret stayed home that summer, to help take care of him and her 
brothers and the business. I gave her my phone number on the last day of school, 
and told her to call me if her plans changed, if she was going to go to New York 
after all, or if she needed to get away from her family for a while. She didn't even 
come to the graduation ceremony, so I thought she'd been engulfed by home life. 
But a few days later, she called. 
"I'm going crazy myself now," she said. "I need some art. You know the 
Alk. What should I take?" 
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Of course I suggested pottery. 
"Pottery?" she said. "It seems so...pedestrian. One step away from 
macrame." 
"It's the best class at the Alk/' I said. 
The first day of class, Mr. Brimmer showed the new students how to use the 
wheel. I worked at the table, rolling out tiles, but I also watched Margaret 
listening, her serious nods as Mr. Brimmer explained each step. 
Then Margaret went to her own wheel. I thought she would be good at 
everything she tried, but she had a hard time throwing a pot. She used too much 
clay and pulled the sides up too fast. She tried to throw the way she drew— 
strong and confident, proportions stretched just a bit too far, disregarding the 
physics of everyday life. Throwing is all about physics, about centrifugal force 
and delicacy and precision. If you're not precise you'll create a wobble, and the 
pot goes from a circle to an oblong and then it collapses. 
I watched Margaret cut another fallen pot off the wheel and rewedge the 
clay, her braid tapping her back as she kneaded. It was a hot day, and she wore a 
tank top and shorts, beige and loose and smudged with paint. I'd never seen so 
much of her body at once. It made me afraid to go over and offer her advice. I 
figured she would say she didn't need any, anyway. 
She put part of her clay back in the barrel and took a grapefruit-sized ball 
back to her wheel. She seemed to center it without trouble, pushing hard against 
it with her elbows tight against her body. Then she lifted her hands and stared at 
the clay turning in the center of her wheel. Without the friction of hands, a wheel 
can spin for a long time. Margaret just let it go. Her stare wasn't the intent look I 
so often admired; she looked slumped and unfocused. I put down my knife and 
went to her. 
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"Margaret?" I said. "How's it going?" 
She kept staring at the wheel. "I don't seem to be getting the hang of this/' 
she said. 
"Well, you have it centered all right." 
"That parfs easy. Everything else is a problem." 
"I'll go get some clay and show you." 
"Show me here." 
"Here?" I asked. 
"Yes, help me make that into a pot." She pointed at the clay as if it were a 
large cockroach or an disagreeable dish she'd been served. 
"Okay," I said. I moved to stand behind her, off to one side. The benches on 
the kick wheels were high, so our shoulders were nearly level. 
"Put some water on it," I said. "It's getting dried out." 
She drizzled water from a sponge over the clay. 
"Now get the wheel going fast," I said. She kicked hard, the muscle above 
her knee bobbing. 
"Dig your elbows into your legs and put your thumbs together, and here, 
rest them on the top of the clay, your fingers on the outside." I put one hand over 
hers. Her knuckles were rough with hardened clay. 
"Now press down slowly with your thumbs. If you go too fast, it won't be 
even." I pressed my thumb against hers gently, to show her how it should go. I 
had to lean close, my chest against her shoulder. Our thumbs went down into the 
clay. Guiding her like that made me feel bossy. This feeling, mingled with the 
pleasure of touching her, confused me. Halfway down I lifted my hand. 
"Good," I said, "Now let go slowly." 
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She removed her hands and peered down into the opening. With its cone-
shaped indentation, the clay looked like a small volcano. 
"Isn't that what you did the last time?" I asked. 
"No," she said. "I was resting my thumbs on the outside and pressing down 
with my fingers. It always came out lopsided. Have I gone down far enough?" 
I showed her how to measure the thickness of the base with a needle tool. 
"Oh yeah/' she said. "Brimmer showed me that. I forgot. I'm used to 
working with flat things, where you can see everything." She tilted her head left 
and right, as if the circle of clay would look different from different angles. 
"You'll start to see this too," I said. "Or feel it, anyway. After a while you 
don't have to measure, you just know." 
"I find that hard to imagine, at this point," she said. "But show me the rest." 
She was starting to get her intent look back. 
"Now you expand the opening and flatten the bottom," I said. 
"Right. This is where I start to wobble." 
"Just keep your elbows braced. Here, get closer to the wheel." She scooted 
forward. I showed her the hand shape, bent thumb and forefinger, and she made 
it too. I placed her hand at the base of the clay, nudged her arm to make sure it 
was steady. It was. Her forearm was clean and pale, with a few freckles. Mine 
was already dark from working outside. I showed her how to draw the fingertips 
of her inside hand slowly from the center of the pot out to meet her outside hand. 
She had perfect hands for pottery, I thought, those long fingers and clipped nails. 
"You want the wheel to spin 30 or so times before you get to the outside. 
Like a record groove—you want them close together." 
Margaret nodded and lifted her hands from the clay. It now formed a thick, 
wide ring. She dripped more water over it. 
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"Now you pull the sides up," I said. "You can do it, if you stay braced like 
you did just now." 
"You help," she said. I leaned close again, put my hand over hers on the 
outside of the clay. I guided our hands straight up and she kept pace on the 
inside. We managed a steady pull, stretching the sides and keeping it round. It 
was not a perfect pot, but it wasn't bad. It was about the size of a coffee canister, 
something she could keep markers or paint brushes in. 
"Wow," she said. "That seemed so easy. Like the wheel does all the work 
for you." 
"Sort of," I said. For a moment I wished she'd credited me, not the wheel, 
but I'd felt the same astonishment myself, when a pot come up almost 
effortlessly on the first pull. "It can work for you, or against you, depending," I 
said. 
She smiled up at me. When she smiled, I didn't even notice the unevenness 
of her jaw; her face balanced itself out. 
"Thanks," she said. 
She leveled the top of the pot, then ran a wire under it so it wouldn't stick to 
the bat and went to put it on the drying rack. I didn't want her to move away 
from me. I rubbed my thumb against my fingertips, remembering where I'd 
touched her. My fingers were turning gritty as the clay dried. I went back to my 
tiles. 
I didn't think she meant anything by asking me to show her—the touching 
was incidental, not what she was after—but it still felt important. For a long time, 
her body had seemed unreal to me, like a mirage or force field that didn't exist 
on the plane where I lived, the plane of kitchen tables and radios and coat 
hangers, things I could touch when I needed them. Touching her brought her 
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closer, at least down to earth. But I longed to touch her and know it was not for 
the sake of art or of helping or of anything at all, just for the sake of touching. 
I was so caught up in longing for her that I didn't notice a new feeling that 
had blossomed at the same time, but as I worked and the longing subsided, this 
new thing emerged, like a sandbar as the tide goes out. It was a feeling of 
competence. The whole time I'd been helping Margaret, it never occurred to me 
that our pot wouldn't turn out. I knew it would. I didn't think that because 
people had told me so, but because I just knew it. It was there, in the clay, in me. 
I'd considered myself a novice for so long that I hadn't noticed when I outgrew 
the description. Not until I had to show someone else did I realize how much I 
had learned myself. I'd mastered a skill, a difficult one that everyone—even 
perfect, capable Margaret—struggled with. 
At home that night, when I closed my eyes, I could still see clay spinning on 
the wheel. The world seemed full and prolific. The same clay could be pulled 
into shape after shape, collapsed and regrown, in endless variety. It didn't matter 
that pots could only be so high, or so wide, or so thick—even within those limits, 
the possible shapes remained uncountable. The idea that a limited thing could 
also be infinite fascinated me. And it wasn't just the possible pot shapes that 
impressed me, but the abundance of real pots. I'd made dozens, and some people 
in my class had made hundreds—shelf after shelf, none quite the same. They 
sprung up fast and strong, multiplying like living things. Even though the wheel 
had to spin hundreds of times for each pot, it could happen in just a few minutes. 
A few minutes to go from nothing into something, from a heavy lump to an 
object you could use, or admire, or love. 
In our next class, Margaret threw some pretty good pots on her own. 
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"This is fun," she said. "It's weird to have your art move, while you hold 
still." 
She agreed to go diving for clay with me. Mr. Brimmer drew us a map to 
the spot he knew of on Norton's Creek, the spot I'd seen in a photograph in the 
Alk catalog two years earlier. 
We drove north, past the last of the suburbs, into fields of corn and hay and 
horses. Then down a dirt road, into sparse woods. 
The creek looked narrower than it had in the picture, but it was deep 
enough for swimming. We couldn't see the bottom through the brown water. We 
were hot from the drive, so we went right in, lay on our backs and floated with 
the slow current. Then we got out and walked up to the bend Mr. Brimmer had 
told us about. We were on the inside of the bend, on a little spit of sand. 
Margaret7s bathing suit was green, high in back like race swimmers wore. As we 
walked further out into the water, the sand became slipperier under our feet. I 
dove, went to the bottom, dug into the creek bed with both hands. It was smooth, 
clean clay. I brought it up and watched the water spill off. A medium gray. Mr. 
Brimmer had said there was red clay, too, but I liked the gray. 
Margaret dove and came up with her own hands full. She squeezed the clay 
through her fingers. 
"I like this," she said. "I like seeing where it comes from, gathering your 
own materials. You can't do that with paint." 
"You could paint with berry juice and grasses," I said. 
"Oh, shut up," she said. 
"You could grow your own cotton, spin your own thread, weave your own 
canvases," I said. 
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She dropped part of her clay back into the creek and formed the rest into a 
ball. I was so intent on admiring her hands that I didn't consider what she might 
be doing until her clay ball hit the side of my head. I lost my balance, slipped 
under water. When I came back up, she was gone, down for another load. We 
filled four bags, more than we'd both probably use this summer, but we could 
give the rest away. 
Afterwards, we lay in the sun to dry off, then ate lunch in the shade of the 
trees. Pale Margaret was turning pink from the sun. 
"Don't you get tan?" I asked. 
"I don't like to," she said. "I usually avoid the sun. It makes me feel like a 
sausage. Char-broiled and sweaty." 
"Really?" I said. I was light brown all over, dark brown in places. "Do you 
like the way tans look?" 
She looked at me sidelong. "You look all right," she said. She got up and 
pulled her t-shirt on over her bathing suit, which disappointed me, but then she 
came and sat down again, closer than she'd been. She looked out at the creek, not 
giving any sign that she'd sat closer on purpose. 
I touched her hand, and she didn't move it away, so I slid my palm against 
hers and held it. When she pressed my hand tighter, I moved closer and reached 
to touch her cheek, but she turned her head away. 
"I'm sorry," she said. 
"No, I'm sorry. Did I do something wrong?" 
"No, no. I was just thinking." 
"About what?" 
"Oh, nothing." 
"No, tell me." 
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She tightened, drawing her shoulders forward. "I cleaned up after my father 
this morning. He throws up into a dishpan he keeps by the side of the bed." 
The creek glistened, slivers of white light on the brown surface. 
"I'm sorry," she said. "I didn't mean to be disgusting." 
"It's okay," I said. 
"Do you ever think about what will happen to your body as you die? How 
much of yourself you'll see disintegrate?" 
"I think about dying," I said. "I've never thought of it quite that way." 
"I look at him sitting there, and I know it's the beginning of the end. He'll 
get over the treatments, and be okay for a while, better than he is now, but he'll 
never be like he was. Part of him has already been cut away. And my mom and I 
just stand around watching, unable to do anything else. She doesn't even shout 
into the phone anymore. If s like we're dying too." 
"You're not dying. You're very much alive," I said, and I moved my 
fingertips over her thigh, down to her knee, circling her kneecap. 
"I don't feel like I am. Not like I used to, when I had something to look 
forward to. I was going to do so much when I got to New York. I was going to 
have boundless energy, I could feel it coming, energy to get up early and work 
all day and go to every gallery—I was going to keep a list and check them off as I 
went. Everything seemed possible. Now that I'm not going to school, nothing 
does." 
"You can go to school here." 
"Not a good school, like you're going to. And I won't have much time for it, 
either. Anyway, thaf s not the point. I'll still be at home, and my mother and I 
will have the same conversations, and we'll eat the same meals off the same 
dishes, and the only thing different from the way it's always been is that we'll 
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watch my father for the next bad sign. It will be as if I never graduated, as if I'm 
never going anywhere or will ever make choices again." 
"Choose me," I said. "Kiss me." 
She frowned, but then she did kiss me, very softly, like a regretful goodbye. 
She tasted like river water, silty, a hint of weeds. Then she looked at me 
thoughtfully. I curled a piece of her hair around my finger. "See?" I said. "See 
how alive you are?" 
She looked away, out at the creek. 
"It won't always be this way," I said. "Things will change. You'll get to New 
York." 
"I say that to myself sometimes, but then I think, yeah, things will change 
when he dies. How can I look forward to that? I want everything to change, to be 
in some other life altogether, or I want nothing to change at all. But I don't want 
the regular changes, the ones I know are going to happen." 
"Are you sure about whaf s going to happen? Is there no chance for him?" I 
asked. 
"A small one, sure. But odds are against it. Besides, I feel like I just know." 
She talked without looking at me, without moving her head, or her hands, 
or anything. She was a quiet voice, a still body. 
"What about me?" I said. "Did you know I was going to happen?" 
She laughed. "I knew you could happen if I wanted you to. But, I don't 
know.. .there was so much going on in the rest of my life. I thought adding you 
would be too much. Too much, or not enough. I still don't think if s a good idea, 
frankly. Why you would want to go through all this with me?" 
"Because," I said. I kissed her again, but she didn't reach out to me, didn't 
grasp or pull. 
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"I'm sorry," she said. "All it does is remind me that we're mortal. When I'm 
just sitting here, perfectly still, I can forget my body and believe I'm just a tiny 
point inside my head that will outlast all this. I'll see everything through. I'll be 
the responsible daughter and help everyone out, but at the end, I'll still be the 
same. Everything will be possible again like it used to be. I won't be any older. I 
won't have lost anything." 
I tried to stay still, too. When I held my eyes steady, the creek seemed not to 
move forward, just to glitter back and forth. 
"I'm sorry I'm not more fun to be with," Margaret said after a while. 
"Stop apologizing," I said. "Everything's fine." And it was, in a way, since 
she was there with me, talking to me, not just telling me outlandish stories. It was 
more than I'd hoped for, even after she agreed to come with me, even after she 
sat close and let me take her hand. With the creek the way it was, staying still 
with us, I could believe neither of us was going to rise up and leave in the fall. 
